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Afterthoughts

I

t has been interesting to hear about the connections
being formed through Inspire and through the
services offered by alumni relations. Here are two of
these stories:
Warren Throckmorton ’79 and Rick Jones ’81 have
teamed up to produce a compilation CD called “Artists for
Children.” Filled with songs and stories from different
artists, the CD will benefit Child Evangelism Fellowship
(CEF) of North Central Indiana, where Rick and his wife,
Lois (Wing) ’92, work.
Rick, who majored in speech communications at
Cedarville, contributed three prose segments to the CD.
Warren, who performed in the musical ministry group
“Aletheia” at the ’Ville, has a song on the compilation.
As Rick said, “Our Cedarville experiences are still
influencing us!”
Rick also remarked, “How did Warren and I manage to
put this project together, when we hadn’t even spoken to
each other for around 20 years? We got back in touch
when I sent him a note after reading about him in alumni
notes you published! Thanks for reporting on Warren—
this CD truly would not have happened without your
work.”
Check out Warren and Rick’s CD by visiting
http://mp3.com/artistsforchildren. The CD is $11.99, and
$4 from each one sold goes to CEF. To contact Rick, call
574-892-5648 or e-mail him at cefofnci@juno.com.
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Holly Jenkin Davis ’74 writes:
You may recall that last fall I e-mailed you asking for
Dr. Heath’s e-mail address. I wanted to get his insights
regarding an article on Christian poetry that I was writing
for Poet’s Market 2003. I want to let you know how things
turned out.
Dr. Heath was happy to help, but felt I would be better
off contacting his friend, Christian poet Dr. Richard Hill at
Point Loma Nazarene University. This I did. Dr. Hill was

willing to help, but hesitated to speak as an expert on
Christian poetry. He gave me some other names.
I contacted these people as well as Luci Shaw, who is
the writer-in-residence at Regent College in Vancouver,
poetry editor of Radix, author of nine books of poetry, and
editor of three poetry anthologies.
Interview material from these people constitutes the
major portion of my article. Also, because of these
contacts, Poet’s Market 2003 will have several new or
renewed entries from journals that publish literary
Christian poetry. My editor is very happy, as am I.
I tell you all this to let you know how things turned
out, but also to thank you for helping me get things
started. Providing an e-mail address may seem a small
thing, but that link was absolutely essential.
Poet’s Market 2003 should come out this fall or early
winter. At that time I will see you get a copy of the article.
I hope you’ll enjoy reading it and knowing you had a part
in making it happen.

Tell Us Your Story

I

f you have an interesting story for the following issues of Inspire
(or if you know of another alum who does), please contact the
alumni relations office. Story ideas and alumni updates must be
submitted by the date below. Unfortunately, we may not be able to use
all stories submitted.

Fall 2002 – Where Are They Now?
Cedarville!

From the
Director’s Chair
ou would think I’d
have a lot to say
about singleness.
After all, it has been a part
of my life for quite some
time. However, even
several weeks past my
deadline to write this
article, I still can’t think of
anything new, unique, or
interesting.
Maybe that’s the key.
It doesn’t have to be new,
unique, or interesting. Being single is simply my life
as I know it and as God has designed it … at least for
now. I really don’t give much thought to answers for
the many questions I’m asked. After all, how do you
answer the question “So, why aren’t you married?”
I really don’t know. I’m just not.
This may sound terribly radical, but perhaps being
single isn’t really an issue. Perhaps the real issues are
contentedness, holiness, and Christlikeness. Hmm …
call me crazy, but these sound like issues ALL
Christians face, whether married or single.
Granted, singles DO face challenges not faced by
marrieds and vice versa. That’s what this issue of
Inspire is about—seeing those challenges, meeting
them, and living a life fulfilled. May you see your life
as a single or the life of your single friend in a new
light by reading these pages, and may we all be
challenged to live a life devoted to Christlikeness.

Y

Cedarville alumni working at Cedarville … what led them back, kept them here,
or drives them to be a part of this ministry? (July 15, 2002)

Winter 2002 – For Christ … For Others …
Forever

Are you involved as a volunteer in the community? Maybe you serve as a big brother or
sister, volunteer at the hospital, or work at a soup kitchen. Wherever you are taking the
love of Christ to others (apart from your career or church), we’re interested in hearing
your story. (October 5, 2002)

Faith Linn ’83
Director of Alumni Relations

Spring 2003 – Children of a Lesser God?

Having a special needs child can create a myriad of issues that many can’t imagine and
don’t understand. Share your story of dealing with the special needs of your own child
(or children), and introduce readers to the joys, blessings, struggles, and lessons of
rearing a child with special needs.
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Cedarville University Announces Presidential Choice

What’s Abuzzzzzzzz
President’s Pen

D

o you remember the family
series in chapel that we have
done every four years? I have
loved doing it. The response from
students and alumni has been quite
positive.
Our Cedarville University family is
committed to family because our God is
committed to family. But not all of His
servants are members of intact families.
We praise Him for the key Kingdom
role of singles who have never married. Our churches, camps,
missions, and certainly Cedarville University are dependent
upon these faithful servants.
There was a time in the church when a divorced saint had no
place of service. Generally, that is no longer true. All of us hate
divorce because God says He hates divorce. We care for those
who have gone through this painful and traumatic experience,
and at Cedarville we have changed our policy on hiring
divorcees. A number of our grads have experienced divorce, and
we are saddened as they are. However, there is life and ministry
after divorce. We endeavor to communicate to our divorcees that
we care by telling them that they can call collect and come to
visit us on campus at any time.
We also rejoice in the dynamic ministry of our graduates who
are widows and widowers. Nadine Terrill Hennesey ’87 is
representative of this group. In 1990 she was serving with her
husband Ed ’88 in Goodells, Michigan. It was a sad day when
she walked into his office to bring him lunch and found he had
died of cardiac arrest at age 26. She testifies that through her
tears she began singing Christ Is All I Need. Today Nadine and
her daughter Lydia, age 11, serve Christ in a restricted access
country.
Is our Lord for the family? Without a doubt! He also has a
plan for single Cedarville alumni who serve for “the Word of
God and the testimony of Jesus Christ.”

Paul Dixon ’94H
President
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Special Guests
at Missions Conference

Jim Bowers

He joined the Bryan faculty in 1984 as an
n May 31, Cedarville University
assistant professor for biblical studies, was
announced that its board of
named academic vice president and provost in
trustees has selected
1988, and has served as Bryan’s president
Dr. William E. Brown, president of
since 1992. Dr. Brown and his wife, the
Bryan College in Dayton, Tennessee, to
former Lynne Jones, have been married for
succeed Dr. Dixon ’94H as president.
26 years. They have a daughter, April (17),
The transition will take place in spring 2003,
and a son, Alex (13).
as Dr. Dixon becomes chancellor of the
"God has unusual ways of leading us,"
University.
Dr. Brown said. "Leaving our beloved Bryan
The board's selection followed a rigorous,
College is the most difficult decision we have
international search for Dr. Dixon's successor.
ever made. If it were not for the belief that
"This concludes an extensive search process
God has a significant future for us at
during which numerous outstanding candidates
Cedarville University, we would never have
were considered," said Dr. Bill Rudd, chairman
considered the presidency of this great
of the board of trustees. "God's clear leading
institution. Lynne, April, Alex and I look
has been evidenced by the enthusiasm and
forward to the years ahead and being a part
unanimity with which Dr. Brown has been
of the exciting and unique Christian
received by all who have met him in the
worldview education at Cedarville.”
interview process."
Clockwise from top left: Dr. Bill Rudd, Dr. and Mrs. Brown,
In addition to his teaching and
"I am excited about the board's choice," said
Dr. Bill Brown and Dr. Paul Dixon, Dr. and Mrs. Dixon
administrative duties at Bryan, Dr. Brown is a
Dr. Dixon. "Bill Brown brings so many fine
prolific author. He has written three books,
qualities to our Cedarville family.
Making Sense of Your Faith; Where Have All the Dreamers Gone?: Observations from a
He's exceptionally well-prepared to lead Cedarville University in its mission of providing
Biblical Worldview; and Making Sense of Your World (with Gary Phillips). Additionally,
an education consistent with biblical truth. His scholarship, administrative experience, and
Dr. Brown has authored more than a hundred articles for journals, magazines (Readers
well-deserved reputation will help the University further its vision. Dr. Brown has a
Digest and Christianity Today), newspapers, and encyclopedias. He is a regular columnist
genuine heart for God and an intense love for university students. He has a strong
for the national magazine, World. His memberships include the Society of Christian
commitment to assist Christians in developing their worldview."
Philosophers, the Evangelical Philosophical Society, and the Evangelical Theological Society.
Dr. Brown earned his undergraduate degree at the University of South Florida and
holds a master of theology degree and a Ph.D. from Dallas Theological Seminary.

O

z

Tania Rich

his year’s Missionary Conference welcomed Dr. Paul Nyquist,
president of Gospel Missionary Union, as the keynote speaker.
In addition, the Cedarville family heard from missionaries Jim
Bowers and Tania Rich about their lives since the loss of their spouses.
Jim was with his wife, Veronica; son, Corey; and infant daughter,
Charity, serving as ABWE missionaries in Peru, when the Peruvian military
shot down their small plane last year. Veronica and Charity were killed.
Tania and her husband, Mark, were serving with New Tribes Missions in
Panama when Mark, along with Dave Mankins and Rich Tenenoff, was
kidnapped by Colombian guerrillas in 1993. It was only recently verified
that Mark, Dave, and Rich were killed by their captors in 1996.
Along with these gripping messages, students heard the stories and
experiences of many other missionaries who attended. More than 50
missionaries were on campus representing more than 30 mission
agencies. Many students made ministry decisions at the end of the
conference.

T

DidYou
You Know?
Did
Know?
Cedarville University hosted this year’s General
Association of Regular Baptist Churches (GARBC) annual
conference June 24-28. Speakers and teachers included
W. David Warren ’64, Dr. Robert Gromacki, Dr. Chris
Miller, and Judy Shrubsole. Jim Cato ’83 led worship.
This year’s theme was “How Deep are Your Roots?”

University Welcomes Leaders to Campus

C

edarville University’s Leadership Institute and the
Miriam Maddox Forum had the privilege of inviting
three prominent leaders to campus in April. First to
visit was U.S. Senator Mike DeWine (middle right), who discussed
leadership and character issues with a group of students, faculty,
and staff.
Dr. Dixon ’94H introduced Senator DeWine as a public servant
who “has always been known for his integrity and for his
commitment to the family.” Dr. Dixon then presented the Senator
with the inaugural Cedarville University Character Forum Award
“in recognition of the example of strong character-based
leadership that he provides for future leaders.”
Just a few weeks later, Ohio Secretary of State J. Kenneth
Blackwell (bottom right) spoke in chapel on the importance of
character to effective leadership. Blackwell, who has served as
mayor of Cincinnati and ambassador to the U.N. Commission on
Human Rights, made it plain that public service must be meshed
with biblical integrity. He later spoke with a group of students,
faculty, and staff about similar issues of character in leadership.

Both Senator DeWine and Secretary of State Blackwell
appeared as part of the Character Forum, which is sponsored by
the Cedarville University Leadership Institute. One of the Forum’s
objectives is to expose Cedarville University students to positive
role models of character in leadership capacities.
Political reporter and columnist Fred Barnes (top right)
rounded out the month of visitors, as he spoke in chapel about
the importance of worldview to journalists and media
professionals. He later told a group of Cedarville students, faculty,
and staff members that the journalism profession is “crying for
journalists with Christian values and principles.” Barnes, a fixture
on Fox News as one of “The Beltway Boys,” also spoke about the
changes in the tenor of political discussions as a result of the
terrorist attacks of September 11.
Barnes’ visit to the campus was sponsored by the Miriam
Maddox Forum, a communication arts alumni society that fosters
the development of Christian communicators in the public arena.
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Commencement Honors 2002

Drama Challenges University Family

n June 1, 2002, a record-breaking 632 students graduated from
Cedarville University. This was the institution’s 106th
commencement ceremony and the first graduating class for the
master of education degree (M.Ed.) program.

O

T

The President’s Trophy
The 2002 recipients of the President’s Trophy were Trenton A. Hamilton, a
history and prelaw major from Niceville, Florida, and J. Brock Weston, a
preseminary Bible major from Morral, Ohio. The President’s Trophy, the
highest honor for a graduating senior, recognizes leadership, ministry,
community and campus involvement, athletic performance, and academic
achievement.

The Faculty Scholarship Award
Two students received the Faculty Scholarship Award for maintaining a 4.0
GPA throughout their college careers: Kimberly Eridon, a technical and
professional communication major from Bowling Green, Ohio, and Rubie
Maybury, a premed major from North Syracuse, New York.

J. Brock Weston, Dr. Paul Dixon ’94H, and Trenton A. Hamilton

The Cedarville University Medal of Honor
Fritz J. and Dolores H. Russ received the Cedarville University Medal of
Honor in recognition of their commitment to free enterprise and their
leadership in the business, civic, education, scientific, and philanthropic
endeavors that have enriched southwestern Ohio.
The Russes worked at the Naval Research Laboratories during World
War II, Fritz in research and Dolores in financial management. After
returning to Ohio and a distinguished career in armament research and
technical intelligence at Wright Patterson Air Force Base, they started their
own company in the basement of their home. Their company, Systems
Research Laboratories, grew to be one of the largest privately-held research
companies in the world and was responsible for breakthrough achievements
in a wide variety of engineering and scientific fields. The recently-established
Russ Prize recognizes engineering achievement on the same level as the
Nobel Prize recognizes other pursuits.
The Russes are generous supporters of Cedarville University
engineering—Fritz has served on the Engineering Advisory Council since
before the engineering program was launched. The Russes are also active
with their alma mater, Ohio University, where the OU College of Engineering
and Technology is named for them. The Russes have been active locally in
civic affairs, the YMCA, the Dayton Art Institute, the Engineers Club of
Dayton, and many other worthy causes. The board of trustees was pleased to
unanimously reward the Russes with the 2002 Medal of Honor.

Pat Dixon, Fritz and Dolores Russ, and Dr. Paul Dixon ‘94H
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Kimberly Eridon

Rubie Maybury

he University family was uniquely challenged and engaged this spring
by the theatre department’s presentation of Inherit the Wind.
The department used this controversial pro-evolution drama to
encourage the University family to think critically, defend their views intelligently,
and evaluate all media through God’s Word.
Dr. David Robey, professor of communication arts and director of theatre,
explained in the program, “I believe that our Lord would have us both
understand and biblically challenge the philosophy and legitimacy of all media
messages. ... It is my prayer that [Inherit the Wind] will be viewed carefully,
thoughtfully, and critically by our University family and our guests. God’s
message of love and hope can be seen in our production.”
Written by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee, Inherit the Wind is a fictional
presentation of the 1925 “Scopes Monkey Trial.” In that trial, famous lawyers
Clarence Darrow and William Jennings Bryan battled over whether John T. Scopes
had violated Tennessee state law by teaching evolution in his classroom. Their
intense and emotional debate on creation and evolution addressed issues—issues
about evolution, the dignity of the human mind, and the authority of God’s
Word—which still rage in school curriculum debates today. The play presents
creationists as closed-minded while evolutionists are seen as noble.
Leading up to opening night, Dr. Robey spent two chapel hours discussing the
historical background, controversy, and conclusions that accompany the play.
He was assisted by commentaries from Julie Stackhouse Moore ’87, assistant
professor of English; Dr. Dennis Flentge, chair of the science and mathematics
department; Dr. Chris Miller, chair of the department of biblical education; and
Dr. David Mills ’92, director of the honors program and assistant professor of
philosophy.
In addition, Dr. Richard M. Cornelius visited campus to explain the drama’s
misinformation about the Scopes Trial. Dr. Cornelius is emeritus professor of
English and Bryan/Scopes liaison officer at Bryan College in Dayton, Tennessee.

New Honor Society for
English Students
ow outstanding English and English education students at Cedarville have their
own honor society chapter on campus. Sigma Tau Delta, the international English
honors society, recently established the Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD) chapter at
Cedarville. To be inducted, students must have a GPA of 3.5 and be nominated by the
faculty of the department of language and literature. The chapter is advised by Dr. Peggy
Wilfong, associate professor of English, and Daniel Clark, assistant professor of English.
“We are thrilled to have a venue for recognizing academic excellence among our English
and English education majors,” shared Dr. Wilfong. “Besides rewarding strong academics,
Alpha Kappa Delta offers students opportunities for professional development. Members can
present papers at undergraduate conferences and submit creative works for publication in
juried journals.” Society members also gain opportunities for graduate school scholarships
and job search assistance. Sigma Tau Delta has more than 600 chapters worldwide and
boasts 7,000 members.
The Cedarville chapter plans to increase student participation in literary activities by
holding readings and hosting guest lecturers.

N

Dr. Dixon Goes
to Washington
or all of you dedicated C-Span watchers, yes, that
was Dr. Dixon ’94H that you saw opening the
United States House of Representatives with
prayer on April 25. Dr. Dixon traveled to Washington, D.C.

F

He provided program notes, talkback sessions, and a display of his trial
memorabilia to offer the true story of the Scopes Trial.
In the end, this play, with the largest cast and budget ever for a Cedarville
production, was well-received by sold-out houses. It challenged Christians to
carefully sift through the media’s barrage of viewpoints. One of the cast members
concluded, “I’m very glad I was able to be a part of the production; it stretched
me in an entirely new way.”

DidYou
You Know?
Did
Know?

to serve as the guest chaplain in the United States
Congress. He was invited to do so by Congressman Dave
Hobson of the Ohio 7th Congressional District.
After a kind introduction by Congressman Hobson, who
spoke about Dr. Dixon’s ministries and Cedarville’s
expansive growth under his leadership, Dr. Dixon prayed a
prayer of thanks and reverence. Dr. Dixon made special
mention of God as Creator and Sovereign, and he also
said, “The only way to explain our great country is You …
thank You for sustaining grace since September 11.”
He asked for comfort for those who lost loved ones and
asked God to grant wisdom to our president and other
leaders.

The Cedarville University
forensics team brought home the
State Forensics Championship in
February, topping 12 other
teams, including The Ohio State
University, Miami University,
Bowling Green State University,
and Ohio University. Cedarville’s
team produced eight champion
performances in various events.
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Faculty Member Graduates to Glory
orley Halsmith, assistant professor of church music and director of Jubilaté, went home to be with the Lord on
February 12, 2002 after a struggle with cancer. We offer our condolences to his wife, Debra, who serves as
administrative assistant in the department of communication arts, and their children, Johanna, Jessica ’02, and Michael.
Morley joined the University family in 2001. A graduate of Philadelphia College of Bible and West Chester University, he brought
with him 24 years of work in large-church music administration, as well as extensive experience in Christian television music
production and music arranging and publishing.
A memorial fund has been established in honor of Morley’s love and passion for church music ministry.
Check/money order gifts, made out to “Cedarville University” and earmarked “Morley Halsmith,” may be mailed to
Cedarville University, David Bartlett/Gift Planning, 251 N. Main Street, Cedarville, OH 45314.

M

Heritage Corner
Bickett Scholarships Awarded
Matthew E. Nelson

As a junior, Matthew is a resident assistant of
St. Clair Residence Hall and also stays busy as a
Sunday school teacher and Bible professor
assistant. Next year, this preseminary Bible and
communication arts major will become resident
director for South Hall. Matthew is considering
pursuing a master’s degree in biblical exegesis
from Wheaton Graduate School and is
contemplating future careers as a pastor or Bible
professor. He gained valuable ministry experience
this past summer when he completed a rigorous
pastoral internship at Bethlehem Bible Church in
West Boylston, Massachusetts, his hometown.

Student Home with the Lord
isa Herman, a freshman nursing major, went home to be with the Lord on April 8, 2002. During
Spring Break, Lisa went to her doctor for a routine physical, where the doctor discovered water
on the heart, which they assumed was due to a viral infection. She was sent to the Cleveland
Clinic to drain this fluid, and during this procedure a grapefruit-sized tumor was found pressing on her
heart and right lung.
After four days of testing to determine the best course of action, Lisa was started on a very aggressive
form of chemotherapy. This severely weakened her immune system, and soon she was fighting adult
respiratory distress syndrome, a fungal blood infection, and multiple organ failure. A short three weeks
after her routine physical, Lisa passed into heaven due to these complications from her battle with cancer.
Lisa is remembered by fellow Cedarville students as godly, friendly, positive, giving, and dedicated to
the Lord. She participated in nursing home visitation and was quick to offer a listening ear or encouraging
word to anyone in need.
Lisa grew up in the Philippines, where her family served as missionaries, but she and her family moved
back to Cleveland, Ohio in June 2001. Her parents, John and Joy; sister Christy, who will be a senior at
CU; and younger brothers John, Joel, Paul, and Peter, deeply appreciate the prayers, cards, and support
they have received from so many during this time. We join the Hermans in grieving their temporary loss
of Lisa, but we rejoice with them that Lisa is safe in heaven with Jesus.
Memorial gifts can be sent to John and Joy Herman at 277 Best St., Berea, OH 44017. Checks can be
made out to the Lisa Herman Memorial Scholarship Fund.

L

DidYou
You Know?
Did
Know?
Cedarville freshman Natalie Fox had the chance to “come on down” as

a contestant on the “Price is Right” TV game show during Spring Break.
She was supported by the cheers and advice of the women’s softball
team and of Kevin ’89 and Coach Sue Baldis Carpenter ’87, who were
all in the audience. With her bright yellow T-shirt declaring “Cedarville
Softball—‘Come on Down,’” a stunned Natalie took the stage with
Bob Barker to play “Line ’Em Up” for a new car. Despite her and the
softball team’s best efforts, however, she did not drive away a winner.
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Staging Hope for A
World in Pain

CITA

Christians in
Theatre Arts

To impact the world and further the Kingdom of God
by encouraging and equipping Christians in the theatre arts.

C

edarville University hosted “Staging Hope for a
World in Pain” —the Midwest Christians in
Theatre Arts (CITA) Regional Theatre
Conference—in April. The conference offered many
activities in pursuit of “impacting the world and furthering
the Kingdom of God by encouraging and equipping
Christians in the theatre arts.”
Dr. Dale Savidge, executive director of CITA, gave the
keynote address, and the Cedarville University Lifeline
Players and other attendee groups performed throughout
the conference. Round table forums sparked conversations
on creative use of drama in ministry, script development,
and strengthening the role of Christians in theatre arts.
Workshops on dramaturgy, puppets, drama in worship,
performance, narrative literature, and script integration
helped attendees take home more ideas about creative
ministry. Several Cedarville family members led workshops
in the conference: Diane Conrad Merchant ’78, associate
professor of communication arts; Donna Payne VanLiere ’89,
author and dramatist; and Brandon Waltz, CU director of
drama teams all taught their craft. The conference was
coordinated by Dr. David Robey, professor of communication
arts and director of theatre.
For more information about CITA, please visit www.cita.org.

I would like to express heart-felt gratitude to the
alumni for this scholarship. I thank you for your
vision to see the will of God perpetuated at
Cedarville University through your generosity as
it is applied to students who will bear the torch of
the Gospel in the next generation. What a
blessing you have been to me through the
bestowing of this award—thank you.

The 2002 John W. Bickett Heritage Scholarship recipients: Matthew E. Nelson,
Douglas J. Bierer, Kristen A. Detwiler, Ariel C. Starbuck

T

he John W. Bickett Heritage Scholarship was established in 1982 by the Heritage
Alumni. These awards are named for the Reverend John Wilson Bickett 1897,
the first member of the first graduating class to receive his diploma from
Cedarville. The recipients are junior or senior students preparing for pastoral or
missionary service and planning to further their education in seminary or language
studies.

Douglas J. Bierer

Douglas, who hails from Erie, Pennsylvania, is a junior pastoral studies major.
He looks forward to entering the pastorate and possibly working his way through
seminary following graduation. In the meantime, Douglas is heartily involved in the
men’s prayer group Elijah’s Fire and serves as a resident advisor. He has also taken
part in Open Heirs street evangelism and a Spring Break missions trip to The
Master’s Mission in North Carolina.
I would like to express my appreciation to the alumni for this scholarship award.
I feel undeserving, and yet I am very grateful for your desire to serve God and
worship Him through giving to and supporting students who desire to study His Word.
Thank you again for this scholarship and encouragement.

Kristen A. Detwiler

Originally from Honey Brook, Pennsylvania, Kristen is a junior world missions
major. Her possible post-graduation plans include seminary, women’s ministry,
and/or cross-cultural missions. Next summer, she plans to do a missions internship in
South America to polish her Spanish skills. Kristen currently gets practical experience
for her future ministries by participating in women’s choir, The Extra Mile (tutoring a
Sudanese family), MAP Team (memorizing Scripture and reciting it in churches), and
Big Bird (helping local elderly with yardwork and housework). She has also been
involved with Open Heirs street evangelism, English tutoring, the Greene County
Domestic Violence Shelter, and the Miami Valley Women’s Center.
I want to thank the wonderful alumni that sponsor this scholarship. Your willingness
to be involved in students’ lives in this way is such an encouragement and blessing
to me.

Ariel C. Starbuck

A native of West Liberty, Ohio, Ariel is a junior with a Christian education/youth
major and a women’s ministry minor. She plans to put her studies to good use in fulltime women’s and youth ministry, hopefully overseas. Currently, Ariel lives in
McKinney Hall, which is a women’s discipleship hall, and she teaches women’s
aerobics while volunteering with The Barn youth ministry and Delta Alpha Epsilon
(the student alumni organization). Her involvements have included Fire by Prayer,
theatre hair and makeup support, and BARA, the campus art club. Ariel is the
daughter of Christopher ’80 and Anne Barker Starbuck ’81.
To all the alumni who have made this scholarship possible: I wish I could thank each
one of you in person! Thank you for your faith in Cedarville and your passion to see
its students continue to grow in excellence and commitment to the Word of God. As a
student here, I am honored and deeply grateful for the gift and privilege of this
scholarship.

Upcoming Heritage
Alumni Events
July 8 – Women Educators Luncheon in the President’s Dining Room
featuring Jane Adams Smith ’84 as guest speaker

August 7 – Annie at LaComedia Dinner Theatre in Springboro
September 14 – Lunch and a Cincinnati Reds baseball game vs.
the Chicago White Sox
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Alumni Association News
Alumni Association Survey
In May, a national research company randomly selected 3,400 Cedarville
University alumni to participate in an online survey. The results of this
survey will provide feedback on current alumni programming and direction
for new programs.

Online Alumni Directory
The computer services department has many projects this summer, one of
which is developing an online directory for CU alumni. This new directory
will be a great benefit in building our alumni community, as it will provide
the opportunity for you to update your information, designate what can be
seen by other alumni, and search the database in a variety of ways.

Alumni Events
Chattanooga, Tennessee and
Atlanta, Georgia – February 19-22

Lew Gibbs and Jeff Brock ’84 took to the streets
and beltway of Chattanooga and the metro
Atlanta area, along with Don Rickard ’58 and
Dave Bartlett. Each hosted four dinners in various
parts of the city, including the Alumni Association’s
first “simulcast” dinner (two dinners in separate
locations on the same night). About 75 alums and
friends took part in this Atlanta tour.

Louisville, Kentucky – February 22

Dr. Chris Miller and Dr. James Bjornstad, both
professors in the department of biblical education
at Cedarville University, hosted this alumni
gathering at K.T.’s Restaurant. Those present
enjoyed the eating, laughing, and reminiscing.

Soon you will be able to show your CU Alumni Association membership card
and receive a variety of benefits ranging from discounts on home CU
basketball games to discounted purchases at the University bookstore and
online CDR Radio bookstore. Watch your mail for more information.

When visiting Cedarville University, be sure to stop by the new alumni
relations office in the Tyler Digital Communication Center (former College
Center) and pick up your free gift, meal pass, and information packet.
We love to know when you are in town!

Alumni Relations Welcomes A
New Team Member
Originally from Union Bridge, Maryland,
Amy Cartzendafner Button ’97 returned to Ohio in
1998, a year after graduating from Cedarville with
a B.A. in broadcasting, to serve as the director of
marketing for the CDR Radio Network. In July
1998, Amy married Mark Button ’97, and they
currently reside in Beavercreek, Ohio.
Amy joined the alumni relations office as
assistant director on June 24, 2002. Her duties will
include planning and implementation of oncampus events, student awareness programming,
and coordination of the alumni Web site.
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Grand Rapids, Michigan – March 9

Seventy-eight alumni and friends gathered on a
very snowy and icy night at Highland Hills Baptist
Church. This event was very well attended
considering the weather conditions! Hosting the
event were Kelly Fath ’91, Chad ’93 and Kristi
Walker Coe ’95, and Chad ’95 and Hayley
Vitarelli. The alumni were treated to Olive Garden
salad and breadsticks along with desserts.
Dr. Dixon ’94H was in attendance and gave a
University update.

Austin, Texas – March 22
Valley View, Ohio – February 23

After speaking at a women’s retreat,
Faith Linn ’83 met with a small group of area
alumni for lunch and fellowship.

Greenville, South Carolina – March 2

Approximately 35 alumni and friends listened as
Don ’58 and Peg Stockwell Rickard ’59 updated
all on the state of Cedarville. After having pizza
and fellowship at the home of Kim ’83 and Lisa
Jenerette in Greenville, the group enjoyed an
evening of minor league hockey. Within this
group, alumni represented five different decades
of graduates!

Memphis, Tennessee – April 25

Alumni and friends gathered for dinner and
fellowship at the Memphis Macaroni Grill.
Cedarville University trustee Roy Guenin was
present with his wife, Carol, and those in
attendance had the opportunity to hear the latest
Cedarville news from a trustee’s perspective.
Many in attendance expressed great spirit and
enthusiasm for what God is doing at Cedarville.

Washington, D.C. – May 6-8

Several Austin area alumni met PG and Margaret
Green for dinner. For some in attendance, this
provided the opportunity to meet for the first
time, with the hopes of getting reacquainted
sometime in the future!

Ft. Worth, Texas – April 4

PG and Margaret Green greeted many alumni at
the Ft. Worth area Macaroni Grill restaurant.
Those present enjoyed the time of fellowship and
sharing and expressed their gratitude for the close
relationships and spiritual values developed
during their years at Cedarville.

North Carolina – May 8-10

Alums from Raleigh, Durham, and parts in
between joined Jeff Brock ’84 and Lew Gibbs for
two dinners in early May. More than 40 North
Carolinian alums came together for fun, food,
and fellowship, even rooting for their hockey
team, the Hurricanes, during these events. Alums
in this area are encouraged to come to Colonial
Baptist in July and join Drs. Paul ’94H and Scott
Dixon ’84 for another gathering. Check the
alumni relations Web site for more details.

DidYou
You Know?
Did
Know?
More than 40 Cedarville students raised
Dallas, Texas – April 18
San Antonio, Texas – March 7

Harold (P.G.) and Margaret Green rendezvoused
with Elaine Kalnbach ’73 at San Antonio’s
Macaroni Grill restaurant. They enjoyed personal
fellowship around a great meal.

July 4-6

August 26-30

Summer Previews

Fall Bible Conference
Rev. Alistair Begg

July 8-12

Lew Gibbs and Jeff Brock ’84 returned to the
District (Washington, D.C.) in early May and
South & North Carolina – March 18-22
Jeff Brock ’84, Brian Burns ’95, and Dave Bartlett hosted two dinners on the Virginia side.
Approximately 30 alums gathered in McLean and
traveled the roads of South and North Carolina
another 15 gathered in Arlington. About a dozen
hosting alumni. Gatherings took place in
friends and alums who work on the Hill came by
Columbia, Charleston, and Charlotte, bringing
together almost 60 alumni, spouses, and friends. car, taxi, and metro for lunch as well.

Alumni Benefit Membership Card

“Welcome Back” Pack

Calendar of
Events

Twenty-nine alumni and friends gathered for
fellowship around an evening meal. It wasn’t
long before conversation began, acquaintances
were made, and old friendships were renewed.
The fellowship lasted well into the evening hours,
as those present reminisced of their days at
Cedarville.

money for the world’s needy by
participating in the Second Annual
30-Hour Famine in April. Participants
helped raise $750 for World Vision’s
emergency relief efforts and long-term
development projects in countries such
as Tanzania and Afghanistan.

Girls Volleyball Camp

August 28

July 11-13

Classes Begin

Summer Previews

September 21

July 15-19

Organizational Fair

Girls Basketball Camp

October 4-5

July 15-26

SGA Homecoming
Bash with Jars of Clay
in Concert

Policy Debate Institute

July 22-26
Boys and Girls Soccer
Day Camp

July 26-28
EQUIP Junior High
Program

August 1-3
Summer Previews

August 23-24

October 10-12
October 17-19
Fall Play: The Miser

October 11-13
Homecoming 2002
Cedarville, Ohio

October 30
Day of Prayer

Getting Started
Weekend

Upcoming
Alumni Events
July 20

August 16

Cary, North Carolina

Portland, Maine

July 20

August 17

Portland, Maine

Enfield, Connecticut

August 12

August 23

Lancaster,
Pennsylvania

2nd Generation Dinner
Cedarville, Ohio

August 13

August 30

Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

Indianapolis,
Indiana

August 15

October 11-13

Schroon Lake,
New York

Homecoming 2002
Cedarville, Ohio
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2002 Alumni Scholarship Recipients
Education
Rebekah DeGarmo is active in a wealth of areas, including theatre, local Awana
ministry, and the education organization XDE, of which she is president. A junior
middle childhood education major from Greenville, South Carolina, Rebekah plans to
teach fourth or fifth grade, perhaps work in an overseas ministry for a few years,
and eventually pursue graduate studies.
I would like to thank the alumni for this scholarship. I consider it a great honor to be
receiving this award. Thank you again for your kind support.
Engineering
Jonathan Mattson, a junior mechanical engineering major, plans to study
aerospace engineering following graduation. Even while serving as president of Tau
Beta Pi (the engineering honor society), Jonathan finds time to participate in a
variety of intramural sports, sing in his church choir, play trombone in Pep Band and
his church orchestra, and work part-time in the Cedarville Admissions Office. This
Cedarville native traveled to Australia in 2001 as part of a music/drama MIS team.
Back Row: Rebekah DeGarmo, Timothy Phipps; Middle Row: Kelley Headings,
Jonathan Mattson, Kenneth Delaney; Front Row: Kristen Claeys, Katie Hayes,
Erin Avery, Jonas Kibelbek; Not Pictured: Matthew Soules, Amanda Olsen,
Althea Beachy
nterest generated by the Alumni Scholarship and Grant Endowment Fund
provides a scholarship for an outstanding freshman, sophomore, or junior
student (or in rare circumstances, an outstanding senior) enrolled in each
academic department. The faculty of each department select their recipient.

I

Biblical Education
Jonas Kibelbek is a philosophy and mathematics double major from Xenia, Ohio.
As a sophomore, he currently participates in a student prayer group, Open Heirs
street evangelism, and intramural soccer. Following graduation, Jonas is considering
attending graduate school or seminary, hoping to possibly teach in either math or
philosophy.
I am honored and humbled to receive this award. God has blessed my studies at
Cedarville, through struggles and successes, with growth in His grace. I thank the
alumni for their continuing encouragement and involvement through this scholarship.
Business Administration
After graduation, Kenneth Delaney hopes to work for one of the big five
accounting firms. This junior accounting and finance double major also hopes to
complete his master’s degree in finance or accounting within five years. A native of
Massillon, Ohio, Ken is active in DOE (men’s service organization), Sigma Beta Delta
(business organization), Big Bird (yardwork and housework service to local elderly),
and intramural sports.
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the alumni of Cedarville University
for providing me with this scholarship. It is truly an honor to receive such a generous
award. Your commitment to Cedarville students and this institution never ceases to
amaze me. Thank you again for the encouragement this award has been to me.
Communication Arts
A native of Cedarville, Ohio, Timothy Phipps is a senior majoring in broadcast
production and multimedia technologies. He intends to use his production knowledge
in either the media or live production work following graduation. In the meantime,
he stays involved as president of Alpha Chi (men’s service organization) and as a
member of the Student Academic Advisory Board, the Pep Band, and the theatre
staff. He has also been involved with the student radio station and the Elijah’s Fire
men’s prayer group. He is the son of Jim ’68 and Patricia Bonzo Phipps ’70.
I am very honored to receive this scholarship. I would like to thank the alumni for
your continued interest in the lives of the students. Thank you for awarding me with
this scholarship.
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I would like to take this opportunity to thank the alumni for everything they do for
Cedarville University. I am very honored to be chosen for such an award as the
Alumni Scholarship. Thank you.
Exercise and Sport Science
A junior multi-age physical education major, Matthew Soules is currently involved
in the Discipleship Council. In addition, this Wellington, Ohio native has participated
in track and field and Open Heirs. Matthew has many options for after
graduation—he may teach in Mexico, attend seminary or graduate school, or teach
exercise science.
Thank you for granting me this scholarship. I appreciate so much what you’ve given
and how you continue to invest in Cedarville University. This school means so much
to me, and it’s amazing to see how much it’s meant to so many others.
Language and Literature
Web design for a fast-growing company would be the ideal job for Amanda Olsen.
This junior from Troy, Ohio is majoring in technical and professional communication
in pursuit of that dream. She is a member of the Society for Technical
Communication, Intercollegiate Council, and the women’s tennis team.
Thank you very much for this scholarship! I do appreciate it. I have had a hard time
getting together money to pay for school and this has helped out a lot. My dad was
pretty excited. Thank you again!
Music
This summer, sophomore Katie Hayes will be traveling to China with the Concert
Chorale, where they will give several concerts with Steve Green. A music education
and vocal performance major, Katie has also traveled to Ireland with the Chorale and
is a member of the Jazz Singers. This Gahanna, Ohio native has been involved in The
Pirates of Penzance campus musical, and she hopes to teach music after graduation.
Receiving this award was such a blessing to me! I really appreciate the way the
alumni are still an important part of the Cedarville family and are continuing to
invest in the lives of students. Thank you so much for making this scholarship
possible.
Nursing
A native of Kalona, Iowa, Althea Beachy is a junior nursing major with a desire to
work in oncology. She plans to use nursing as her ministry, whether God
places her in the U.S. or abroad. A member of the Christian Nurses Association,
Althea is active in the Cedarcliff visitation ministry and intramural volleyball.
I want to say thank you to the alumni who made this scholarship possible. I am
planning on taking a short-term missions trip this summer. I was a bit worried about

taking three weeks off work during an already short summer, but I had committed
my finances to God. This scholarship is an answer to prayer. Thank you so much and
God bless you!
Psychology
With her wedding coming in the fall and her graduation in December, Kristen
Claeys has a lot going on. Even so, the applied psychology/child and family studies
major manages to serve as resident assistant and assistant resident director of Printy
Hall. She is also involved in evangelism prayer ministry, nursing home visitation, and
Alpha Delta Omega (women’s service organization). The Coloma, Michigan native
hopes to pursue a master’s degree in clinical psychology and would eventually like to
author psychology books and be a child and family counselor.
What a surprise and blessing you have been to me! Thank you so much for your
dedication to the ministry of Cedarville and for your passion for excellence. Thank
you for encouraging me to continue running the race and giving my all in everything
I do.
Science and Mathematics
A physics major, sophomore Erin Avery is an Army ROTC cadet and will be
commissioned into the U.S. Army as a second lieutenant upon graduation. She is
interested in serving the military through intelligence, aviation, or the chemical corp.
This St. Cloud, Minnesota native is active in Habitat for Humanity and would like to
teach at West Point eventually.

I would like to thank the faithful alumni and committed faculty that have given
continued support to this incredible school. My experience at Cedarville has truly
changed my spiritual life, stretched me academically, and inspired me to be a
servant and missionary of God in whatever capacity He places me in. This school
would not be possible without the gracious giving of so many friends of Cedarville.
Social Sciences and History
A junior majoring in adolescent and young adult integrated social studies, Kelley
Headings stays involved with nursing home ministry, the Chi Delta Epsilon service
organization, and her job in the Cedarville Financial Aid Office. This De Graff, Ohio
native is considering graduate study in history and would like to teach history to
high schoolers.
I would like to thank the alumni who have so generously given this scholarship.
I greatly appreciate your willingness to support the educational endeavors of
Cedarville students. You will never know what an encouragement and blessing this
gift was and how much it has taught me about faith in a God who truly does
provide.

Faculty and Staff Members of the Year Named
ach year the student body selects one faculty member and one staff member to be awarded
for their quality service and dedication to students. This year’s recipients were Dr. Charles
Clevenger and Jeff Beste ’86.
Dr. Clevenger, who is a professor of music, was named Faculty Member of the Year. A faculty
member since 1982, Dr. Clevenger teaches piano, history, and music philosophy and is also an
accomplished artist. Students often comment on his excellence in teaching as well as his great love
and concern for students. His wife, Rhonda; daughters, Courtenay and Carla Clevenger Shank ’01;
son-in-law, Joel Shank ’01; and parents, Charles and Margaret, were present to see him receive the
award.
Jeff, an assistant director for campus activities, was named Staff Member of the Year. Jeff has
been at Cedarville for 15 years. In his daily involvement with students, he has gained a reputation
for compassion, vision, and commitment to family and others. Jeff was joined by his wife, Shelley
(Fox) ’95; their daughters, Kylie and Sara; and Jeff’s parents, Paul and Judy, to receive the award.

E

Did You Know?
Did
You Know?

Student Academic Advisory Board President Julia Wolters ’02 and
Dr. Charles Clevenger

It took 810 pizzas to feed the 2,400 kids who attended this year’s Junior
Jam. Josh Amos ’98 and Todd Pellowe ’02 (along with 600 University
student volunteers) led the third through sixth graders in the day’s events.
With a theme of “Faith Factor: Take it to the Extreme,” kids learned about
the importance of truth and faith in conquering fear.
Just a few weeks later, 800 kids flocked to campus for Cedarmania, an
overnight event designed for junior high students. Scott Dixon ’84 was the
keynote speaker; the theme was “Virtual Reality: Are You Living An
Illusion?”

Julia Wolters ’02, Jeff Beste ’86, and Sara Beste

Janice Warren Supplee ’86 coordinated both of these annual events.
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Cedarville University
Graduation

Widowed by Cancer,
Contented i n C h r i s t

by Dr. David Drullinger

In every thing give thanks: for this is the will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you.
~ I Thessalonians 5:18
had expounded that verse and preached that concept for
more than 35 years of ministry. However, on an October
morning in 1999, I struggled to gain my equilibrium of
gratitude when the doctor reported the results of my sweetie’s
surgery. The cancer was significant in its advancement.
And, though chemotherapy would be pursued, he commented,
“She’s in real trouble.” My first response was “the Lord’s will be
done.” Then my son and I left the room to share the news with
friends who had kept vigil with us, and I nearly collapsed in
tears. Suddenly I realized that God’s will for me might very well
be widowhood. Such a scenario was one we had never
anticipated. We always assumed I would “go first.”
Our little group made its way to the hospital chapel. Sitting
next to me was a brother who had lost his wife to cancer several
years before. Through my tears I asked, “How can I give her up?
How can I pursue the future without her?” For some reason I
asked Greg, “How can you take your wedding ring off and put it
in a drawer?”
Nearly two years later, in fact two years to the day from the
initial diagnosis, my sweetie slipped away to heaven from her
bed in our living room. It was my joy to be her caregiver for the
last five weeks of her life, even the last week in the hospital after
her final surgery. I treasure the opportunities to bathe her, help
her get to the chair to sit up a while, rub her legs, and care for
other personal needs. The first morning after we brought her
home, I asked what she wanted for breakfast. She responded,
“Fresh orange juice! My Aunt Laura always said there was
nothing better than fresh orange juice.” What a simple request,
what a priceless opportunity to serve. Yet these served to
heighten my sense of aloneness when she was no longer there to
care for.

I

Singleness and Contentment
Helen taught me much about gratitude for and contentedness
in the will of God. She had said throughout her illness that the
only explanation for her having cancer was that it was God’s
will. In the final days of her life, as we planned for her memorial
services, she requested that someone sing, He’s Been Faithful to

Me. Then she asked, “Would it be appropriate to ask people to
sing, God is so Good?” I assured her it would be fine.
She commented, “He’s been so good to me!” We sang it during
the last hour of her life, and, as she stood on the threshold of
glory, her lips moved as she attempted to sing with us.
My sweetie taught me how to die. She also taught me how to
live: to be contented in the righteous will of a caring God.
On the door of our refrigerator for years has been the statement:
“God has every right, and my permission, to rearrange my life at
any time ... in any way ... in order to fulfill His plan for its
influence, to His glory.” For years we had prayed together for
the Lord to do whatever He had to do to conform us to the
image of His Son. For my sweetie it was cancer. For me it is
singleness.

Singleness and Adjustment
Adjusting to singleness was a challenge. We were privileged to
have two years to say goodbye and for me to prepare to live
alone. The first year, however, was painful as I struggled to
adjust.
Somehow the big events didn’t bother me. I had enlisted
spiritual strength and help for Thanksgiving and Christmas.
My children and I followed through with our plans to meet at
my sister’s for Christmas, thus giving us a change of venue for
that first Christmas.
It was the little things that ambushed me, things like passing
familiar places, hearing familiar sounds, even passing through
towns we had stayed in, eaten in, or shopped in when on various
trips. Those events brought a tightness in my chest and tears to
my eyes.
I had to learn how to manage my time and myself. I knew I
could retreat into aloneness and shut people out. That would
have been unhealthy as God created us to be social creatures.
I could have lost myself in crowds, but that, too, would have
been unhealthy, only serving to mask the grief. Instead, I gave
myself permission to say “no” to invitations when I sensed a
need to be alone; I also forced myself to say “yes” when I
needed some balance.
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you’ve learned to people in crisis.” It was easy to say “yes.”
It was much easier now to “give thanks for all things,” even
singleness—perhaps even especially singleness.

Singleness—A New Normalcy
The Lord leads differently in the lives of those who find
themselves single. He made it clear to me immediately after
Helen’s last memorial service that I should not remarry. And I
have no desire to do so. I have thanked our church and other
Christian friends for not finding ways to introduce me to a
special someone, arrange a dinner in their home, or send me the
picture of a friend. My son approached me during the second
Christmas and suggested I needed to start moving in the dating
circles again. He said, “Mom and I talked about this.” I thanked
him for his concern but also assured him I had no intention of
dating or marrying again. I don’t feel robbed of anything. Rather
I feel my life was enriched and fulfilled beyond what many
people experience. My sweetie went to her grave loving me as
her one and only. I plan to go to the grave having loved her only.
I still love her passionately and cherish her memory.
Her fingerprints are all over my life and ministry. She may be
gone from my home but not from my heart. Some have told me
they are praying I will meet that “special someone.” I’ve asked
them rather to pray that I will stay the course and finish well.

The cooking and cleaning were a piece of cake. Though I’m
not a cook I could manage with the microwave, my George
Foreman grill, and Schwan’s home delivery! I had always helped
around the house when I was a kid at home and all during our
married life. Vacuuming rugs and running the washing machine
were routine. But eating alone and sleeping alone were another
story. My daughter gave me a large “body pillow” that first
Christmas. I still sleep next to it, and in a half-sleep state still
initially think she’s there beside me.
I confess I was unable to give thanks for my singleness during
that first year. I was visited with the question, “Why me?” I was
also aware of the reality, “Why not me?” I resumed my regular
teaching schedule in an attempt to establish a new normalcy.
I picked a different place to sit in the worship services at church.
I asked my Sunday school class and people at the church to
please understand that I was not able to visit in the hospital.
They were gracious and prayed for me as I adjusted. I made few
ministry commitments beyond my college classes and church
ministry. I had scheduled no summer camps or conferences, and,
in the providence of God, had opportunity to spend three weeks
in Israel and Jordan in June of the next year. I was there on the
occasion of our thirty-eighth wedding anniversary—my first as a
single. I spent time with my family in Nebraska that summer.
When I returned to Cedarville as the first anniversary of my
widowhood approached, I began to express gratitude for
widowhood and singleness.
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I’m thankful for singleness. This is the will of God in Christ
Jesus concerning me. In Psalm 73 (my life Psalm), Asaph
observes: “Whom have I in heaven but you? And earth has
nothing I desire besides you” (Psalm 73:25, NIV). Of course,
I have my sweetheart in heaven, but while I’m continuing my
earthly pilgrimage, God is my sufficiency. Asaph concludes with
verse 23, my life verse: “But as for me it is good to be near God.
I have made the Sovereign Lord my refuge; I will tell of all your
deeds” (Psalm 73:28, NIV). For me that says it all.
I’m now in my third year of widowhood/singleness. The days
are brighter, my daily walk richer, my faith stronger, my hope
clearer. I’m surrounded by memories enhanced by pictures: the
radiance of her beauty, the fragrance of her love, the sunshine of
her smile, the resilience of her faith. I’m sustained by confidence
that the Lord knows the way that I take. I daily thank Him for
my singleness, God’s will in Christ Jesus concerning me.
By the way, the wedding ring isn’t in a drawer. It’s still on my
left hand—a reminder of the vows I took, the love I pledged, the
commitment I made, the marriage I shared, the wife I cherish.
Dr. Dave Drullinger is professor of Bible at Cedarville
University. A part of the University faculty since 1989, he is a
favorite professor among students, especially because of his
“God and the Church” class. He is also a frequent contributor
to chapel.

A friend told me there were those who felt the second year was
harder. In a way that friend was right, but my new normalcy
began to feel more comfortable. My relationship with the Lord
deepened; my opportunities for ministry expanded. And then my
mother died. Now I was a widow and an orphan. My singleness
took on a new dimension of aloneness, yet the grace and
goodness of God continued to minister to my spirit. And I
continued to experience a deepening contentment and an
increasingly sincere expression of thanks for singleness.

Singleness and Commitment
About a month before the second anniversary of widowhood,
I was suddenly presented with opportunities to minister to
people in crisis. Those opportunities included visiting people in
the hospital recovering from surgery for cancer and weekly visits
to a young man and his family at home. He was dying of a brain
tumor, and I continued to visit after he was moved to Hospice.
My last visit came just a couple of days before he went to
heaven. I was also given opportunity to attend to a shut-in who
was in the final stages of her life.
In all there were five specific instances that involved ministry
enhanced by singleness but also by the lessons learned in the
previous 23 months. It was as though the Lord were saying to
me, “Dave, it’s time. I’ve given you time and space; I’ve
provided healing and grace. Now I want you to relate what
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Lori Smith ’93

Lori Smith ’93

Finding a Place in Church

C

hurch-going as a single can be difficult. You don’t fit in
with the dominant marriage-and-family culture that
surrounds you with marriage conferences, vacation
Bible school, and sweetheart banquets. And, because many of
the people in church leadership married young, they often
don’t understand the struggle to find contentment year after
year in a life you didn’t choose, or to fight sexual temptation
at 35 or 40, long after most church attendees married.
Julia Duin recently wrote an article for BreakPoint Online
(http://www.pfmonline.net/features.taf?ID=138) about singles
leaving the church en masse after encountering a host of
problems. For instance, singles have been told they would be
married if they were in God’s will. They’ve also been
encouraged to forget about sexual frustrations—since they are
over 40 and unmarried they obviously have the gift of
singleness (regardless of the fact that they never sensed this
calling). Some singles have waited in vain for singles issues to
be addressed from the pulpit.
Among my single friends, most are still attending church,
but jump from place to place to get their needs met. They split
their Sunday morning attendance between a few churches, go
to a separate Sunday-evening singles event, and have a Bible
study affiliated with yet another group. It seems that without
the motivation marriage and kids provide, there’s little
incentive to settle down and commit to one congregation.
Census data shows that 40 percent of the adult population is
single and that the single segment is rapidly growing, yet
singles are under-represented in church. To some extent, this
may be due to our single, lack-of-commitment culture.
In every area of life, we are free to follow our whims, change
our minds at the last minute,
and wait to see if we get a
better offer. But Duin’s
criticisms of the church also
ring true. You’d be hard-pressed
to find a single Christian who
has not been put in an awkward
situation due to his or her
singleness or at times been
made to feel less of a Christian
because he or she is single.
The worst theory—albeit a
seemingly popular one—is that
single Christians just have more
to learn before God will be able
to pair them up (“God wants
you to be completely content in
Him before you marry.”)
Another harmful assurance
from the well-meaning is “God
has someone for you,”
encouraging us to have faith in
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a promise God never made and to put our hopes in something
that may not come.

How can you make singles feel at home?
Here are a few ideas:
Accept them.
Accept singles as equals. God calls some to be single for a
period of time, some for a lifetime. Singleness is a good part
of God’s plan, not a sign of weakness or immaturity.

Welcome their involvement.
Some singles tell me they’re not allowed to teach or be
involved in church leadership because they aren’t married.
Many early church leaders were single, and Paul extols the
benefits of singleness in serving God. God has a purpose for
the singles in your church and has given each of them unique
gifts. Encourage them to use them.

Listen to their needs.
Some of the things singles need to talk about will make you
uncomfortable. They’re facing sexual temptation. Maybe
they’ve given in. They may be painfully lonely. They may
believe that God has given up on them. They need to know
that there’s someone in leadership who will listen
empathetically and guide them.

Pray for them.
One woman wrote, “What would happen if there were
prayer groups for singles who long to be married? I’ve even

heard of couples who meet with church leadership for them to
be anointed with oil for God’s blessing to open their wombs
and allow them to conceive. When was the last time you
heard of a church who held a prayer vigil for singles ?”
Not every single would welcome prayers for their marriage,
but many want to ask for prayer and don’t know whom to
ask. They don’t believe that this issue is taken as seriously as
infertility or illness or other challenges we face.

Consider starting a singles ministry or Bible study.
Some singles (myself included) feel more comfortable
worshipping and studying with a mixed group of singles
and married couples, but in some situations a singles group
provides a welcome reprieve from family-centered church
life.

Speak truthfully about the Christian life.
For two years, I’ve written about the issues singles face—
loneliness, contentment, accepting God’s will, shattered
dreams, learning to see the blessings you’ve been given.
I’ve found that these issues don’t just pertain to singles—all
of us deal with them. I wonder if the reason singles feel their
needs aren’t addressed from the pulpit is that we often avoid
these difficult aspects of the Christian life. You serve God
wholeheartedly, yet he seems to withhold blessing.
A marriage or a friendship cracks, and you are unbearably
lonely. You wonder what God is doing with your life. Share
your own struggles, and you’ll connect with more than just
the singles in your audience.
Lori Smith ’93 lives in northern Virginia, where she is a vice
president with Crosswalk.com. She manages Crosswalk’s
e-mail business, with 35 newsletters (from daily devotions to
news and movie reviews) and more than 16 million e-mails
sent each month. She writes regular articles for Crosswalk on
the topic of singleness. Her writing has also appeared in
“Today’s Christian Woman” and “Christian Single”
magazine. Lori frequently speaks about singleness at retreats,
prayer breakfasts, and singles events. She can be reached at
lsmith@crosswalk.com.

What to Say to Your
Single Friends

H

ow can you encourage your single friends? It all boils
down to one basic biblical principle: Speak the truth in
love. Here are a few specifics:

Don’t
• Ask them why they’re not married yet.
• Offer to set them up with someone (if they want you to do
that, they’ll ask).
• Treat them as though they haven’t yet arrived or as if they
need someone else to be completed.
• Tell them they need to do something or become someone
else in order to earn the blessing of marriage (i.e. “If you
were really content then God would bring you a husband.
God didn’t bring me a husband until I was totally content
with being single.”)
• Exclude them from activities because they’re single.

Do
• Ask them about their work and their activities.
• Be honest with them about the struggles and joys of
married life.
• Celebrate their unique opportunities with them.
• Tell them what you miss about being single and what you
would do if you could.
• Remind them that they are blessed and right where God
wants them to be.
• Affirm the fact that God will do something good with their
life—married or not.
• Challenge them (if you know them well enough) to think
about what they want their life to be like if they never get
married.
• Sympathize with them, but don’t let them wallow in
self-pity; hold them accountable.
• Make time for them.

The Single Truth
Lori’s upcoming book, The Single Truth, published by
Destiny Image, will be in bookstores in October or can be
pre-ordered now from Amazon.com. The book, which is
an outgrowth of her own quest to be at peace with
singleness, offers God’s liberating truths about singleness,
challenging singles to live a full life and see their
singleness as part of God’s good plan.
Lori explained, “I started writing [The Single Truth] a
couple years ago, frustrated with the lies about being

single that seemed to pervade the Christian culture. …
While no one really denigrated my single position to my
face, I had the uncomfortable suspicion that somehow I
was less valuable to God because I was single—I had
messed up somehow, missed His ideal plan for my life.
I felt somehow ... ashamed. And I felt stuck. So I set out
to find the truth.” Preview three chapters from the book
and read her articles at http://www.thesingletruth.org.
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Sandra Millikin Entner ’59

David Hoffeditz ’92

Beauty for Ashes

A Fresh Look at Singleness

erhaps nothing has brought more grief or pain to the
church family in the past few years than the effects of
divorce. Those who find themselves single because of
divorce experience deep and on-going grief that is equal to,
and sometimes greater than, the grief associated with death.
In an attempt to show Christlike compassion for these
individuals, many churches have been reevaluating their
ministry programs in order to reach out to the spouses and
children of divorce. In addition, many individuals are asking
themselves what they can do to help as they experience
divorce among their own families and friends.
The example of Isaiah can give us a pattern for our own
ministry with those who mourn. Throughout the years those
who have felt the grief of great loss have been comforted by
the words of Isaiah 61. Centuries beyond the people to whom
this message was given, the living truths in this chapter have
transcended time to continue to bring a message of hope to
those with broken hearts and broken dreams.
We follow the principle of “beauty for ashes” when we
begin a ministry of encouragement to those who are grieving.
Because grief is a process, not an event, we need to give
people significant time to grieve.
Because of broken trust, the faithfulness of a friend, a family
member, or a small group is particularly important. Those who
are suffering need more than patient listening—they need
consistent acts of kindness. As people whose feelings of worth
have been shattered by the events of divorce once again see
that they are still valued by friends and by the church, they
start to have fresh hope about the future.
Those who have gone through grief know that it is often
difficult to experience feelings of happiness for a long time
after the events. The second principle found in this chapter,
that of helping people exchange “gladness for mourning,”
begins when the grieving person starts to sense happiness and
joy again, even if it is in small amounts and for brief periods
of time.
By inviting divorced persons to a variety of activities which
may include family times, sporting events, Sunday school
activities, shopping, or just lunch, we can help them find
pleasure in things they once enjoyed. One divorcée said that
even when she couldn’t go, it meant so much to her to be
invited to family gatherings as well as church functions.
Isaiah 61:3 also gives us a third principle of comfort when it
speaks of providing a “garment of praise instead of a spirit of
despair.” This kind of sadness is so pervasive that it is often
referred to by the phrase “depths of despair.” Our God, in His
infinite wisdom, has told us that the opposite of that kind of
depression is found in praise. The church and individuals can
show by example how to trust and praise even when those in
despair have not yet come to the place where they are able to
do so. “I gained strength and hope from those around me who
were encouraging me by reminding me of our great God, and
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showing me that they had faith that He would see me through
this journey,” said one such hurting person.
Small groups in churches often encourage sharing and
writing in journals as methods to deal with pain and find ways
to praise. Accountability in such groups has often helped
speed the recovery process for those going through divorce.
Small groups often use scripture reading and memorization
because they are such effective tools in restoration. When a
small group is not available, a Christian friend can become an
accountability partner in this process.

Many Christians have found
meaning in their suffering as they ...
realized that those who have received
comfort from the God of all comfort
are then used to comfort others.
As we encourage those who are hurting to make wise
choices that will move them through the processes of grief and
healing, we can also remind them that often misery becomes
ministry. Many Christians have found meaning in their
suffering as they have heard the words of II Corinthians 1:3-4
and have realized that those who have received comfort from
the God of all comfort are then used to comfort others.
Since coming out of despair is often a step-by-step process,
it is important that we encourage the discouraged to see how
God has helped His people by gently reminding them of the
stories that are found in Scripture. The examples of Scripture
are a wonderful reminder of God’s sovereignty and His love,
care, and provision to those who have been greatly burdened
by the events of life.
There is hope for those who experience great pain. As the
church and as individuals, we can be part of the healing
process by sacrificially and lovingly giving our time to
comfort and encourage people during the time that God is
bringing beauty for ashes.
Sandra Millikin Entner ’59 retired from Cedarville University
as director of counseling services in 2000, following 15 years
of ministering to the University’s counseling needs.

A

couple years ago David Hoffeditz ’92, assistant
professor of Bible and Greek at CU, was asked to
speak at a singles retreat. Single himself, David
attempted to prepare by reading numerous books on the
subject of singleness. That proved to be both frustrating and
inspiring. “No work that I read provided a sound, biblical
study of the subject in Scripture and in particular, the major
passage which addresses this issue—I Corinthians 7,” he
shared. “Instead, most books dealt with how to cope with the
‘plight,’ provide an inspirational ‘Kum-ba-yah’ gathering, or
identify the 12 needed steps for a thriving singles ministry.
At that moment, I realized that the church needed a fresh look
at what the Word of God says about singleness.”
That experience and resulting study served as the impetus
for a new project. David, who holds a B.A. in organizational
communications from Cedarville, a Th.M. from Dallas
Theological Seminary, and
a Ph.D. from the University
of Aberdeen (Scotland),
may soon add author to his
titles. He is in the early
stages of writing a book on
singleness from a biblical
perspective.
He explained, “I have no
desire to throw a pity party,
create a dating service, or
cast stones at the church.
Instead, my desire is to
provide an
in-depth study of
I Corinthians 7 and then
explore eight individuals in
the Bible who were single
at some point in their adult
lives. These eight portraits
will capture how God
intends single women and
men to live in this fallen
world.”
When discussing his
writing, David does not
like to be asked his
“perspective” on
singleness. “That question
is exactly what I am
attempting to avoid,” he
said. “We are inundated
with ideas about the single
life. These preconceived
ideas, biases, and cultural
‘ideals’ must give way to
God’s Word.” He added,

“I would direct your attention to the Scriptures. Paul states that
while marriage is a gift from the Lord, so is singleness.
In fact, this single apostle mentions that the single life affords
greater time for, and lack of distraction in, serving the Lord
(cf. I Cor. 7:25-35).”
David reminds us that Jeremiah, Nehemiah, Anna, and John
the Baptist are just a few biblical characters that demonstrate
what can be accomplished by serving the Lord single.
In present-day Christendom, various singles, such as Corrie
ten Boom, J. Gresham Machen, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, and Amy
Carmichael, have also had incredible ministries for Christ.
“Even on our Cedarville University campus, we have
approximately 100 staff and faculty members who are without
a spouse,” David explained. “As with any of God’s gifts, the
gift of singleness should be recognized for its wonderful
blessing and value to the church and to the individual believer.
Yet singleness does
present unique challenges
to the individual, such as
loneliness, cultural
stigmatism, and others.”
In closing, David said,
“Like the apostle Paul,
we need to recognize the
importance of fellowship
with other believers;
we need to remember the
importance of a focus on
what God has called us to
do; and we need to strive
to remain faithful in our
daily walk with the Lord.
Lest we forget, a single
man from Nazareth did
state, ‘Seek ye first the
Kingdom of God.’”
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Sarah Moseley ’95

Lover of My Soul

N

early seven years have passed since I graduated from
Cedarville, and it has been almost eight since I have
dated anyone. While singleness is not the path that I
would have chosen for my life, the Lord in His sovereignty
has selected it for me. He has been very gracious in my life,
and for the most part, I have been very content in singleness
as my marital status.

As singles, we should eagerly take
advantage of the privilege the Lord
has currently given us to be wholly
devoted to Him.
Recently, though, the Lord has been dealing with this
“settled” feeling in my heart concerning my singleness. One of
my mentors boldly asked me last fall, “Do you think it’s
possible that what you think is contentedness in being single is
really just your flesh’s counterfeit in a high wall of selfprotection?” Since then, I have
been pouring over my Bible and
devouring many books that
concern my intimacy with my
Shepherd-Savior Jesus and my
Father God. One of the most
precious titles for my Lord that
I’ve been pondering lately is
“Lover of my soul.”
How does the fact that our
Lord is Lover of our souls
change our lives as single
Christians? Let me offer three
suggestions.

First, because God is the
Lover of my soul, I can
offer Him my time in
fellowship.
As singles, we should eagerly
take advantage of the privilege
the Lord has currently given us
to be wholly devoted to Him.
Perhaps the countless hours we
spend sitting in front of the
mind-numbing TV each week
could be used for something
with more eternal significance.
Perhaps the Lord would be
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better honored and more glorified by us using those hours in
service to Him—whether that be publicly in our local church
or parachurch ministry or privately in our families and
workplace. Or perhaps our Father in Heaven desires us to
spend those hours in prayer and meditation at His throne of
grace.
Most of the time when we angrily shout out in our
frustration to the Lord and accuse Him of abandoning us, it’s
not that God is silent—it’s that we’ve surrounded ourselves
with so much noise that we can’t hear Him. He’s always
speaking words of peace, comfort, and love to our souls—we
need only be still and rest in His quietness long enough to
listen. One obvious observation follows: when we’re resting,
we’re not doing.
I have succumbed to the ever-present temptation to make
my job my idol. I think this is especially easy for the single
adult; because we don’t have a spouse waiting on us at home,
there is often no extrinsic motivation to be good stewards of
our time and temple. Many singles are addicted to little gods
(work, food, exercise, drugs/alcohol, pornography, sex, TV,
incessant social activities) because they are secretly afraid of
who or what they would be without trying to fill this nagging
emptiness in their soul.
Yet the Lover of my soul
longs for me to spend time in
His presence. I’m not speaking
here of only daily devotional
time (prayer, Bible study, and
meditating on His faithfulness),
for I assume that as graduates
of Cedarville we’re aware that
God’s Word is oxygen to our
souls. I am speaking of how
Jesus woos me into a closer
relationship with Him each time
I carve out time from my busy
schedule just to be with Him.
This takes many different forms
for me. Sometimes it’s taking a
walk around my office building
in the afternoon for my
15-minute break time.
Sometimes it’s listening to my
favorite praise and worship
songs while in the car on my
evening commute. Sometimes
it’s in turning off the radio and
the CD player and just slowly
and methodically praying
through my day and praising
God for all the gifts He’s given.
Using my morning drive to

work as my prayer time has been a highly rewarding decision
the Lord has led me to make. I have seen miraculously
powerful answers to prayer as a result of this time I spend
each day with Him.

Second, because God is the Lover of my soul, I can
offer Him my heart in relationship.
Because our Savior loved us so much to die for us at
Calvary, we have only one reasonable response: to live our
lives wholly devoted to Him—Christ as our only love, our
greatest joy, and utmost pleasure. While we are experiencing

All through Scripture—Old
Testament and New Testament
alike—God is pursuing a loving
relationship with us.
this period of single focus before marriage, it should be our
life’s goal to delight ourselves fully in God. And whether we
get married in just a few short years or wait until Heaven as
Christ’s bride, the time in the interim can be some of the most
cherished years of our lives, if only we will choose to delight
in our Lord. Dear friend, are you aware of the Lover of your
soul’s passionate desire to be with you?
Dr. Joe Stowell ’66 once said:
All through Scripture—Old Testament and New Testament
alike—God is pursuing a loving relationship with us. At the
very beginning, when He revealed what the relationship would
be built on, in Deuteronomy 6, He said “You shall love the
LORD your God with all your heart and with all your soul and
with all your might.” … Think of the metaphor of the church.
It is a romantic metaphor. … We are the bride and He is the
bridegroom! … What is really convicting to me is that it is
possible for me to be busy, busy, busy for Him—doing all the
right things—and He never feels loved by me. … Is Jesus the
supreme center of all that you do, and do you do what you do
because you love Him? That is the driving question of all. 1
Closely related is the third conclusion I draw ...

Because the Lord is the Lover of my soul, I can
offer Him my expectations and desires for a future
mate.
Singles (on the average, as compared to their married peers)
have significantly more time, more freedom, and more money,
and yet many times we are paralyzed by postponing our
lives—waiting for a better tomorrow and in the process,
missing today. Most of the time, we are plagued by focusing
on what we don’t have, rather than on what we DO have by
God’s grace. Satan loves to keep our eyes on ourselves—on

our loneliness and/or aloneness, on our pain (emotional,
physical, and psychological), and on our unmet expectations
and desires.
I believe unrealized expectations and shattered dreams are
at the core of many of our hearts’ pain. Yet, we have a
place—rather, a Person—to whom we can take all our desires
and expectations. All throughout His Word the Lord shows us
examples of those whom He rewards that earnestly and
passionately seek Him. Psalm 37:3a, 4-5 reminds us to “Trust
in the Lord, and do good … Delight yourself in the Lord; And
He will give you the desires of your heart. Commit your way
to the Lord, Trust also in Him, and He will do it.” Like a
dying man panting for lack of water, I should be that obsessed
with seeking my Lord’s face. As oxygen is to my lungs, so
God is to my soul. This has been a point of major conviction
in my life recently. Do I seek the face of my Lord as much
(yes, even more!) as I seek a lasting, loving relationship with
a husband?
Though you may be disappointed as you stand in your time
of waiting, remember that God can change your
disappointments into His appointments. Don’t be lulled into
inactivity and insensitivity. As important as it is to wait
appropriately, it is just as important not to be always waiting
for something. … There comes a time when we must be sure
we are not living in yesterday, for it is gone—nor in tomorrow,
for it may never come. In reality, we find ourselves living “in
the meantime.” We must honestly evaluate where we are in
the present. 2
Living in the realization that God is the Lover of my soul
enables me to offer Him in response gifts of my time in
fellowship, my heart in relationship, and my desires and
expectations for the future. My prayer for myself as well as
you, my fellow single Cedarville alumni, is this: that we will
utilize this gift the Lord has given us in our singleness. May
we share the joy freely with all those in our personal sphere
of influence, the joy that can only come from living with a
God who is truly the Lover of our souls.
1 Joseph M. Stowell, How to Make Your “First Love” an
“Always Love,” originally given as a lecture at Dallas
Theological Seminary Chafer Chapel in October 2000;
reprinted in Veritas, Vol. 1, No. 2, (October 2001): 2-3.
2 Bob Reccord, Forged by Fire: How God Shapes Those He

Loves (Nashville: Broadman & Holman Publishers, 2000), 138.
Originally from Lima, Ohio, Sarah Moseley ’95 graduated
from Cedarville with degrees in music education and
performance. She is currently a student at Dallas Theological
Seminary, where she is pursuing a degree in Christian
education with an emphasis in women’s ministries. Sarah is a
member of First Baptist Dallas and enjoys playing in the
orchestra as well as being involved with the singles ministry.
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Elaine Schulte ’68

Alumnotes
50s

One for Him … and Them
Elaine Schulte ’68 has been single all of her adult life.
Following is her testimony of how she has embraced her
singleness and allowed it to make her life richer as she shares
herself with others.

S

hortly after my salvation at the age of 13, I began to
believe that the Lord wanted me in missionary service.
One particular morning the Lord dealt with me very
clearly concerning missionary service as I listened to a “Back
to the Bible” youth broadcast. When the Holy Spirit spoke to
my heart, rather than responding positively, I argued.
“I’ll do anything you want me to do except be a missionary,
Lord,” I said. He continued to press His claims to my life.
“OK, Lord, if you want me to be a missionary, I’ll do it, but
please don’t send me to Africa,” I replied. Still having no
peace, I went a bit further.
“All right, Lord,” I conceded, “I’ll go to Africa if that’s what
you want, but please don’t make me go alone.” I could think
of little worse than being an unmarried missionary in Africa.
Even then I wanted to be a nurse, but I thought that the ideal
scenario would be one of living in the United States and
marrying a Christian doctor. I wanted to serve the Lord, but
not through missions, and definitely not as a single.
After graduating from Cedarville, I worked in Indiana until
I received a call from Cedarville’s dean of students asking me
to consider returning to Cedarville to work in health services.
I was delighted when the Lord gave me peace about serving in
this ministry, for it fit nicely into my plan. I would become so
involved in Christian ministry that the Lord would not require
foreign missionary service from me.
My years on staff at Cedarville were to be the very thing
the Lord used to lead me into missions. Our department did
physicals for the students going on short-term mission
experiences. The students shared their excitement at seeing
the Lord work, making it possible for them to have these
experiences.
Each fall, as these students returned to campus, they
revisited health services so that physicals could be repeated.
It was then that we heard how God had worked through them
during their ministry. I began to develop a spark of interest in
missions.
By 1972, I had a burden to apply for a short-term missions
experience through the MIS program at Cedarville. I knew
that by going I was endangering my comfortable life; seeing
the need firsthand, I would likely be overwhelmed. I would
feel compelled to serve the Lord as a foreign missionary.
Reluctantly, I applied to the program.
Through the Lord’s sovereign will, I went to Chad, Africa in
the summer of 1973. I went with mental arguments—the main
one being that I was not spiritually mature enough to serve the
Lord there, particularly as a single. Those three months in
Chad were critical to me. I learned that missionaries were
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ordinary people serving an extraordinary God, and many of
them were single women.
In 1974, I began application to Baptist Mid-Missions for
career missionary service. I finally arrived in Côte d’Ivoire,
West Africa in August 1980. As I sat on this side of the
Atlantic, I had no idea how much time would be involved in
such a ministry. I now feel certain that the Lord chose a single
person for that ministry because of the freedom from time
constraints such a person would have. Without concern for a
spouse and children, I was free to serve the Lord. Being single
also allowed for less concern about diseases that might be
carried home to family members.
As a single person, I also had more opportunity to
demonstrate the all-sufficiency of Christ. People frequently
exclaimed, “How can you accomplish that work alone?” These
occasions gave opportunity to share my faith. I was one of the
weaker things God had chosen to put to shame the things that
are mighty.
After eight interesting and challenging years of ministry in
Côte d’Ivoire, the Lord led me to another challenging ministry
when He brought me back to the United States to care for my
aged, ill parents. Again the advantages of singleness were
obvious; without a family of my own, I was free to
concentrate on my parents’ needs, which became my priority.
The singleness ordained by the Lord was truly a blessing.
Now I wholeheartedly embrace the plan that an all-wise and
loving God designed for me. I praise Him for the opportunities
of service He has given me. I reiterate David’s words, “The
lines have fallen to me in pleasant places; Indeed, my heritage
is beautiful to me” (Psalm 16:6).

Elaine Schulte ’68 lives in Grand Rapids, Michigan, where she serves as
branch manager of Preferred Home Health Care.

Lane ’58 and Pat Damon
Moody ’59 reside in Arbor
Vitae, Wisconsin, and are
thrilled that maybe their
grandsons will be future
baseball players at Cedarville
some day. The boy in blue is
Adam (3); he is the son of
Drew ’82 and Linda Moody
Baker ’82 and the grandson of Dr. Sue Baker, a professor
of education at Cedarville University. The boy in gold is
Chandler (2); he is the son of David ’85 and Lisa Tyson
Moody ’87.

60s
Jeannie Lockerbie Stephenson ’61 and her husband,
Wally, have spent some time in India and Jamaica recently,
teaching Bible college classes and preaching at churches.
It gave them great joy to see fellow believers rejoicing in
the Lord and serving faithfully, in spite of a lack of material
things and persecution in varying degrees.
Irene Benson ’63 expresses her joy in having the Waiwai
Bible ready for delivery to the Waiwai people. She prays
that the hearts of the people will be prepared and opened.
In August 2002, the Waiwai Christians will hold a Bible
conference to dedicate their Bible and the church.
Boyd ’65 and Kathy Johnson
Griffith ’68 praise God for guiding
them through the many health
problems they have encountered.
Pray that Boyd has the discipline to
follow the doctor-ordered health
regimen. Boyd is thankful for the
variety in his work that allows him to
help out many different people. They
are serving Christ with Greater Europe Mission in
Monument, Colorado.
Joyce Rudduck ’66 rejoices that she has received
permission to stay in Bangladesh at least until 2005. Pray
that her team will be able to finish preparing six more
courses so that a third year of study will be available at
Baptist Bible College Bangladesh (BBCB). This will allow
students to earn a bachelor’s degree.
Gary Holtz ’67 and his wife, Betty, are exploring the
possibilities of developing an international ministry through
English as a Second Language classes. Gary and Betty serve
with Campus Bible Fellowship on campuses in the
Dayton/Fairborn (Ohio) area.
Grace Trimble Kintner ’67 and her husband, David,
have recently been reminded about the importance of
prayer. Looking back over several prayer requests, ranging
from location changes to finances, they have seen that God
has answered every single request in His timing.
Dan ’68 and Nancy Norton Brower ’69 ask for
prayer as they continue to deal with a Brazilian church that
has isolated itself from the others in their association of
Baptist churches. This church is also working to undermine
the ministries of the other pastors and churches. They do
praise God that there have been positive developments
among the other five churches due to this upheaval.

70s
Gail Sears Petrich ’70 has recently been licensed as a
clinical psychologist. She has practiced law for almost 20
years and now does therapy, court testing, and mediation.
Gail and her husband, Rudd, have four children, Adam,
Lauren, Kirsten, and Alex. They reside in Oak Park, Illinois.
Loren Reno ’70 is a brigadier general in the United
States Air Force and is the Oklahoma City Air Logistics
Center vice commander.
Nancy Brown Harrigan ’71 and her husband, Mike,
share that their son and daughter-in-law are churchplanting in New Mexico. They are excited to see God
working in their lives. Recently, Mike has seen many
situations that have reminded him that God is good all the
time!
Cathy Shaw Preibisch ’72 was recently honored by the
Xenia Golden Age Seniors Center for 13 years of
outstanding volunteer service. She has worked in the
organization’s Telassurance Program, where she checked on
the welfare of homebound senior citizens through the use
of frequent phone calls and greeting cards. Cathy resides in
Xenia, Ohio.
Charles Williams ’72 has taken early retirement from
ALLTEL after 28 years and is now working with commercial
real estate in sales and leasing in Lincoln, Nebraska. He is
also the high school girl’s basketball coach at Lincoln
Lutheran High School.
Paul ’75 and Deborah Jones
Allen ’75 held an informal
Cedarville reunion in Clarendon
Hills, Illinois on February 17,
2002. Those that joined the
Allens are Norma Calvert
Walters ’73, Gaylynn
Trueblood Spencer ’74, and Doris Johnson Ehnis ’74.
Roger Overturf ’75 was a judge for the 2001 Air Force
Materiel Command Media Contest. He was one of three
judges who had experience in newspaper production. Roger
is the director of public relations at Cedarville University.
Jon ’76 and Dee Perry Mitchell ’76 have chosen a
theme of spiritual growth of the family at Word of Life
Baptist Church in Brazil. All ages in the Sunday school
program are memorizing the same verses.
Mischelle Waddle McIntosh '77 has been promoted to
assistant professor of communication arts at Cedarville
University.
Judith Hinks Garling ’78 and her husband, Bill, are
pleased to announce that their son, Daniel, has been
named a finalist in the 2002 National Merit Scholarship
Program. Daniel, a home schooler, has been accepted into
the honors program at Wright State University in Dayton,
Ohio. He is enrolled in the college of engineering and
computer science, where he will study towards a bachelor of
science degree in computer engineering.
Rebecca Selden Kuhn ’78 and her husband,
Gary ’84H, are experiencing joy as they have been
visiting their supporting churches while on furlough. It has
been a pleasure to see how God is working in the lives of
those they have met before and in the lives of new people
they are meeting for the first time.
Marty ’78 and Denise Gawthrop Shaw ’78 are
thankful for the many good things that are happening in
their home Bible study in Japan. Many ladies are becoming
interested in their own personal testimony among their
families.
Mark ’79 and Debbie Hall Seymour ’83 traveled to
the Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City, Utah this past

February with the Medals For Glory Olympic Team.
God truly directed their steps and brought them into contact
with several people who needed Christ. Mark and Debbie
plan to return to Chad, Africa in September.

80s
Michael Stephens ’80 was the
keynote speaker at Cedarville
University’s Sigma Beta Delta (business
organization) induction ceremony on
May 4, 2002. Michael is president of
Greene Memorial Hospital in Xenia,
Ohio, and resides in Xenia with his wife,
Debby (Zaller) ’78, and children,
Matthew and Emily.
Dan Mantz ’81 graduated with high honors from Baptist
Bible Seminary in May 2001 with his master of ministries
degree. Dan is now the pastor of outreach and adult
education at Webster Bible Church, leaving his former job
of 19 years as a high school math teacher. His wife, Kim
Hakes Mantz ’81, teaches second grade at Webster
Christian, where their three children, Jessica (14),
Josiah (12), and Jocelyn (10), attend. They reside in
Ontario, New York.
Carol Hippard Richards ’81 and her husband, James,
announce the birth of Noelle June on January 22, 2002.
They reside in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Debbie Fakan Shattuck ’81 has been selected for
promotion to colonel in the United States Air Force.
Ron Hobar ’82 coordinated the start of the new Athletes
In Action (AIA) video production department and was
involved in the audio/visual aspect of the 2002 Super Bowl
Breakfast and Bart Starr Award Program. He is also
assisting in the production of a major league baseball film
and has started an AIA select baseball team for 13-yearolds. His wife, Linda, has published a textbook, Mystery of
History, which she hopes will impact thousands of home
schoolers and other students with biblically-based
curriculum.
Alan ’83 and Lynn Robinson
Geist ’91 announce the adoption
of William Robinson on October 1,
2001. He was born January 17,
2001 in Kazakhstan. Alan received
his doctorate in sports management
in June 2001 from The Ohio State
University, and he is the principal
of Xenia Christian High School.
Lynn works part-time as a human
resources consultant at The Ohio State University.
Alan ’83 and Donna Dennis
Green ’83 would like to thank the
Cedarville family for praying for their
daughter, Danielle (11), who, after a
two-year battle with brain cancer, went
home to be with her Lord on
December 28, 2001.
Faith Kenoyer ’83 went on a trip this
spring with her dad and two sisters to Assam, India, where
she was born and raised. She had been waiting for an
opportunity to return, and she praises the Lord that the
funds for this trip were provided by her home church.
Carolyn Winsor Bitner ’84 and her husband, Pete,
want to concentrate on the discipleship of their Muslimbackground believers this year in West Africa. Pete wants to
concentrate on leadership training, and Carolyn wants to
work with several women that need to be more firmly
grounded in their faith.
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Debbie Dower ’84 was able to accompany eight Black
Forest Academy students and some adults on a missions trip
to Russia this past March. The purpose of the trip was to
assist in the construction of a youth center and to interact
with the Russian youth through drama, music, and sports.
Tim ’84 and Alice Boyd Dysert ’84 arrived in Spain
this summer to start their ministry. They praise the Lord for
all their supporting churches and individuals.
Deanne Rice Fain ’84 and her husband, Jay, announce
the birth of Nathan on September 4, 2001. He joins his
siblings, Tiffany (10), Rachel (6), Jeremy (5), and Emily
(18 months), in LaGrange, Georgia.
Lori Greenawalt ’84 spoke at Cedarville University in
April 2002 as part of the department of business
administration’s spring Executive Development Program.
Lori, who has been a partner with Arthur Andersen & Co.
for 18 years, spoke to an accounting class, met with faculty
and students, and made a presentation to the Executive
Development Seminar. Her presentation, called “The
Journey to Partner,” chronicled her years from Cedarville
University to her appointment as a partner in the firm.

David ’84 and Laura McElroy Lindner ’85 reside in
Naples, Florida with their two children, Kiera (3) and
Ethan (6 months).
Lisa Richards Cloud ’85 and her
husband, Steve, announce the
adoption of Matthew August, born
February 24, 2002. Steve is the
general manager for the Carmel Ice
Skadium, and Lisa left her job as a
regional account specialist with
Advo, Inc. to stay at home.
Jon Greenwood ’85 has been named community
president over the Dayton and Springfield operations of
Huntington Bank. Jon had previously worked for
Huntington in Urbana, Ohio. He and his wife, Janna, live in
Springfield with their children, Jonathan, Joel, and Joseph.
Debbie Armor Hancock ’85 was elected to the Grand
Blanc Community School Board of Education in June 2002.
This is the school system she graduated from and is, Debbie
says, one of the best public education systems in the state of
Michigan. She is honored to be serving on a board that has
many Christian members serving to keep the standards high
in public education. Her husband, Keith ’84, is in his tenth
year of working as a senior CAD designer at Nissan North
America. He also serves the public community as the
chairman of the board at the Flint Youth Theatre. They have
two children, Josh (14) and Carolann (12).
Loretta Walsh Morter ’85 and her
husband, Mark, announce the birth of
Cooper Theodore on July 3, 2001.
Big brother Holden (6) awaited his
arrival in Fostoria, Ohio. Loretta enjoys
staying home with the boys.
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Tony Pepe ’85 continues to search for a building for his
church. The church currently meets in Tony’s home in Bar
Sur Seine, France. Tony’s youth group recently won first
place out of ten in a Bible contest on the book of James.
Dave ’87 and Val Hite Smallman ’85 celebrated the
“birth” of their first church in Baurú, Brazil on Easter
Sunday. They plan to start small group Bible studies,
discipleship classes, and hopefully a children’s ministry.
Kendra Doctor Walker ’87 and her
husband, Larry, announce the birth of
Victoria Jean on August 20, 2001. After
14 years of teaching second, third, or
fourth grade, Kendra is now delighted
to have the privilege of staying home
with Tori. They reside in Walkerville,
Michigan. Proud grandparents are Ken ’63 and Donna
Roost Doctor ’64 of Otsego, Michigan.
John Williams ’87 is a senior project director in the
Grand Rapids, Michigan office of Wirthlin Worldwide, a
strategic research and consulting firm. John is also the
Christian education elder at Oakhill Presbyterian Church.
Despite battling multiple sclerosis, his wife, Beth King
Williams ’87, is an award-winning fiber artist, speaker,
and author of Celtic Quilts: A New Look for Ancient Designs
and Colorwash Bargello Quilts. Her work has appeared in
books, magazines, calendars, museums, galleries, and
shows around the country. John and Beth have two
daughters, Caryl Elisabeth (12) and Connor Marie (9), who
enjoy being home-schooled.
Joy Fagan '89 has been promoted to part-time assistant
professor of Bible at Cedarville University. She also serves
as full-time assistant women’s basketball coach. Joy is
currently enrolled in the doctoral program of Southern
Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky.

Stephen ’89 and Donna Blumenstock Fisher ’89
announce the birth of Rachael Alexandra. She was born
December 4, 2001 and joins Sarah (8) and Daniel (4) at
home in Delaware, Ohio. Proud grandparents are Robert
Blumenstock ’62 and his wife, Sue.
Stephen ’89 and Sherri
Hannay Gerhardt ’88 continue
to be active in their church and
enjoy raising their three boys,
Daniel (6), Ryan (5), and
Joshua (2), in Lansing, Michigan.
Along with being a stay-at-home
dad, Stephen serves on the elder
board at their church. Sherri is a
physician assistant in the regional
neonatal intensive care unit at Sparrow Hospital.
Ronald ’89 and Cheri Gillespie Hayes ’89 live in
Katy, Texas, where Ron is working on the world’s largest
implementation of S.A.P., a computer integration system.

Anne Gordon
Kane ’89 and her
husband, Skip,
announce the birth
of twin boys, Francis
Joseph IV and
Paul Edward, on
April 19, 2001. Anne is taking time off to care for the boys
after working for Temple University Health System/Jeanes
Hospital for more than ten years. Skip is a detective in the
cyber and economic crime unit in the Philadelphia District
Attorney’s office. They reside in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Mark McClain '89 has been promoted to associate
professor of chemistry at Cedarville University. He was also
granted tenure.

90s
Penni Bresson Burckhart ’90 and
her husband, Kent, announce the birth
of Karissa Lynn on February 4, 2002.
Kent recently completed his master of
divinity from Reformed Theological
Seminary. They reside in Palm Bay,
Florida.
Jon ’90 and Lori Rogers Haskell ’90 are running
summer English programs again this year. They offer a
four-week program of teaching conversational English as an
outreach in partnership with local churches. It includes one
week of training and three weeks of ministry. Depending
on interest and personnel, they hope to have teams in five
areas.
Jeff Reiter ’90 and his wife, Amy, announce the birth of
William Thomas on December 19, 2001. He joins his
siblings, Jake (4), Luke (3), and Rachel (2), at home in the
western suburbs of Chicago, Illinois. Jeff works with the
sales team at AT&T.

Ryan Bowen ’91 received his master of business
administration with an emphasis in management
information systems from Wright State University in March
2002. He enjoyed his first season as the Cedarville
University golf coach and looks forward to coaching his
son’s soccer team this fall. His wife, Monica (James) ’92,
considers it a privilege to stay at home with their children,
Zac (7) and Macy (4), in Cedarville, Ohio. They are
members at Southgate Baptist Church in Springfield, Ohio.
Gretchen Cook Jenkins ’91 serves as a council
coordinator for MOPS (Mothers of Preschoolers)
International, overseeing about 25 MOPS groups in
northern Virginia. She is also the newsletter publisher and
Web administrator for her MOPS group at her church.
Her husband, Steven, is employed by BAE Missions
Solutions. Gretchen and Steven have three sons, Phillip,
Josiah, and RJ, and reside in Spotsylvania, Virginia.

An Apple for the Teacher
The saying “An apple for
the teacher” might have made
middle school teacher
Cynthia Curry Bell ’91
expect to receive a shiny Red
Delicious apple now and then
in her classroom. Instead,
Cynthia got a golden one. In a
classroom surprise in February, she was presented
with a 2002 Golden Apple Award.
First offered in 1986, The Golden Apple Awards
exist to give excellent teachers well-deserved
recognition for their important contributions to society.
As a teacher at Still Middle School in Aurora, Illinois,
Cynthia was one of 10 middle school educators chosen
from among 1,000 nominees in her tri-county area.
Cynthia and her nine fellow winners will each
receive $2,500, an Apple computer, a paid semester
sabbatical at Northwestern University, and induction
into the Golden Apple Academy of Educators—an
“education brain trust” of past winners. In addition,
the winners were honored on a one-hour primetime
television special broadcast on a local Chicago station.
Currently in her tenth year of teaching, Cynthia
makes math come alive in her classroom by
encouraging her students to be “risk-takers.” One of
her most-used phrases to encourage student
participation is, “I need a risk-taker. Show what you
know!” Cynthia is also known for her strong belief in
students, her respect for them as individuals, and her
energetic ways of encouraging them.
Cynthia has been married for seven years to Robert
Bell, who is a school administrator in her district.
She earned her master of arts in educational
administration from Wright State University after
graduating from Cedarville’s education program.
To contact Cindy, e-mail her at cbellfview@aol.com.
Michelle Murphy ’91 and Brad
Wiger were married April 20, 2002 at
Northwestern College Chapel in St.
Paul, Minnesota. They both work for
American Express in Minneapolis,
where Brad is a senior business
systems analyst and Michelle is a
marketing project manager. Brad completed his master of
business administration degree this summer. They reside in
St. Louis Park, Minnesota and are actively involved in their
church.
Randy Oswald ’91 and his wife,
Cathy, announce the birth of Emilie
Lauren on January 10, 2002. They
reside in Wooster, Ohio.
Heather Hidalgo
Brainard ’92 and
her husband, David,
announce the birth of Anika Montgomery
on March 31, 2001. She joins her sister,
Emma (2), at home in Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
Becky Reich Hannon ’92 and her husband, David,
praise the Lord for His provision for them and their
ministry through many different people and in many

different ways. They have been at Children’s Bible
Fellowship in Carmel, New York for two years and look
forward to another great summer at camp, reaching New
York City’s forgotten fields.
Matt Moore '92 has been promoted to assistant
professor of communication arts at Cedarville University.
He also serves as director of forensics.

Matt ’92 and Kim Harbaugh Moser ’92 announce
the birth of Morgan Caleb on September 21, 2000.
Caleb joins Katy (7) and Jacob (5) at home in Kalkaska,
Michigan. Matt is the senior pastor of Calvary Baptist
Church and praises God for continual blessings and clear
direction. Kim enjoys staying at home with the children,
being involved in ladies’ Bible studies, and quilting. Kim
regularly exercises her writing degree and marketing and
advertising training, both in the church and the community
of Kalkaska.
Brian ’92 and Dana Guy
Phipps ’90 are serving in Turkey,
where they have been in many
challenging situations recently.
Pray for their protection and wisdom
in dealing with these situations.
Heather Anderson
Vanderlaan ’92 and her husband,
Jeff, announce the birth of Ainsley
Noelle. She was born July 17, 2001
and joins her brother, Jackson (4),
at home in Lansing, Michigan.
Heather co-leads a moms’ group at their church in Grand
Ledge, Michigan.
Karen Dieter Linton ’93 and her husband, Gregory,
announce the birth of Eric Thomas on February 6, 2002.
Big brother Nate (3) welcomed him home in Covington,
Kentucky. Karen works part-time for Procter & Gamble in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Matt Cutler ’94 and his wife, Brooke, announce the
birth of Lincoln Thomas on December 5, 2001. He was
welcomed home by his brother, Reagen (2), in Lansing,
Michigan. Matt is the director of corporate relations at Two
Men and a Truck, International, and Brooke stays at home
with the boys. They attend South Baptist Church.
Carlene Perdue Eager ’94 and
her husband, Paul, are in language
study in Poland with SEND
International. Once a certain level
of proficiency has been achieved,
they will be involved in church
planting. They have three children,
Andrew (4), Aaron (2), and
Alaina (4 months).
Danielle Rossi Finlayson ’94 and her
husband, Mark, announce the birth of
Mackenzie Taylor on August 20, 2001.
Mackenzie joined her brother, Tristan (2), in
Belleair Beach, Florida.

Making an Impact
Marcy Hintz ’94 returned to Cedarville in April
to receive the Cedarville University Impact Teacher of
the Year Award. She is the award’s youngest recipient
and is also the first Cedarville graduate to earn the
honor.
The Cedarville Impact Teacher Awards are given
annually to two teachers, one from Ohio and one from
outside Ohio, who exhibit integrity, the ability to
challenge and motivate students, and a strong positive
impact on students’ learning and lives. Currently in
her eighth year of pedagogy, Marcy is an English
teacher at Tree of Life Christian School in Columbus,
Ohio.
Marcy was nominated for the award by a former
student, Kristen Caudill, who is now a sophomore
early childhood education major at Cedarville. In her
nomination statement, Kristen noted that Marcy is
“one in a million,” enthusiastic, and down to earth.
Kristen remarked, “Miss Hintz showed me, through
her own life, what it means to seek after God with my
whole heart and work diligently to serve Him every
day.”
The award-winner for outside Ohio was Mike Hurd,
a secondary social studies teacher at Engleside
Christian School in Alexandria,Virginia.

Dr. Phil Bassett, Marcy Hintz ’94, Kristen Caudill
Debbie Koch Glosson ’94 and her
husband, Chris, announce the birth of
Grace Madeline on January 30, 2002.
Her brother, Zachary (2), awaited her
arrival in Hudson, Ohio.
Cynthia Tate Messer '94 has been
promoted to assistant professor of
English at Cedarville University.
Brian ’94 and Michele Lawson Miller ’93 announce
the birth of Joshua David. He was born July 26, 2001 and
joins his brother, Caleb, in Waynesville, Ohio.
Jeff ’94 and Kendra Krick
Miller ’99 announce the birth of
Devon Grace on May 20, 2001.
They reside in Dallas, Texas.
Brenda Sprankle ’94 enjoyed the
challenge of preparing lessons for class
levels ranging from beginner to very
advanced at Word of Life Hungary this past year. She has
been encouraged by the growth of a student-led English
class in Budapest.
Nathan ’95 and Sue Rummel
Beitler ’95 announce the birth of
Wesley Robert on January 30, 2002.
He was welcomed home by his sister,
Kayla (18 months). Nathan is a sixth grade
science teacher, and Sue stays at home in
Wheaton, Illinois.
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Will ’95 and Tammy Wittkamper
Dodson ’94 announce the birth of
Brooke Nicole on October 13, 2001.
After seven years of teaching, Tammy is
enjoying staying home with Brooke.
Will is the general manager of the
outdoor division of IMMI. The Dodsons
live in Lebanon, Indiana and attend
College Park Baptist Church.
Char Grygiel Helmick ’95 and her husband, Tim,
announce the birth of twins, Courtney Ann and Caleb
Timothy, on August 27, 2001. They join their sister,
Emily (2), at home in St. Peters, Missouri. Char enjoys
staying home with the children and also working
occasionally as a case manager at Barnes Jewish
St. Peters Hospital.
Aimee Miller ’95 and Eric Bontrager
were married February 24, 2001 at Lima
Baptist Temple in Lima, Ohio. After a
honeymoon in St. Petersburg, Florida, the
couple returned home to Lima. Aimee is a
safety coordinator for Midwest Guardian,
and Eric is a civil engineer for the city of
Lima.
Tom ’95 and Ruth Hamilton Palmer ’95 announce the
birth of Mackenzie Jean on January 9, 2002. They reside
in Ft. Wayne, Indiana.

Jeffrey Rohm ’95 was named Gordon Food Service
Salesman of the Year for 2001. As a reward for his
accomplishments, Jeffrey and his wife, Emily
(Jagger) ’95, were sent on a week-long trip to the

A First for
Cedarville Engineers

Kevin Sherd ’96 (right) recently received his
Certificate of Registration as a Professional Engineer at
a ceremony held at the Ohio State House in Columbus.
Kevin, who majored in electrical engineering at
Cedarville, is the first Cedarville engineering alum to be
licensed as a P.E. in the state of Ohio. His score on the
PE electrical engineering exam was the second highest
in the state. Kevin’s PE certificate was presented to him
by Robert Laramore, associate professor of electrical
engineering at Cedarville.

2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City, Utah. Jeffrey is
the son of Robert ’68 and Lynn Amstutz Rohm ’68.
Adam Wilson ’95 and Jessica
Schipp ’02 were married July 6,
2001 at Edgewood Baptist Church in
Anderson, Indiana. Several Cedarville
alumni participated in the wedding.
They enjoyed a honeymoon in
northern Minnesota before returning
home to Manitowoc, Wisconsin,
where Adam is an attorney and
Jessica is a homemaker.
John ’96 and Melissa Coleman
Bradley ’95 announce the birth of
Cora Grace on May 10, 2001. She joins
her sister, Lydia (2), at home near
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Jennifer Tew
Cremeans ’96 and
her husband, Jeff, announce the birth
of Samantha Kaye on October 25,
2001. They reside in Enon, Ohio.
Kristin Decker
Delp ’96 and
her husband,
Rich, announce the birth of Abigail
Renee on January 10, 2002. Kristin
resigned her nursing job to stay
home with Abigail, and Rich is an
electrical engineer. They reside in
Lansdale, Pennsylvania.
Barrett Lehr ’96 and his
wife, Michelle, announce the
birth of twins, Alexa Lynn
and Anna Malia, on
December 19, 2000.
They reside in Mt. Pleasant,
Michigan, where Barrett is
the owner of Solid Rock
Construction.
Andrea Schimmenti
Pacecca ’96 and her husband,
Robert, announce the birth of
Brianna Rose on January 3, 2002.
They reside in Largo, Florida.
Janelle Steiner ’96 and Jason
Tellez were married October 6,
2001. They reside in Kettering,
Ohio.
Doug '97 and Heather Ganly
Amundson '98 announce the birth
of Hannah Jeanne. She was born on
March 25, 2002 and joins her
brother, Caleb, at home in
Dayton, Ohio.
Scott ’97 and Janine Pinkley
Borling ’96 announce the birth of
Quinn Alexander on October 10,
2001. They make their home in
Kalamazoo, Michigan. Scott is the
deputy city clerk for the city of
Kalamazoo, and Janine enjoys
staying home with Quinn.

Houseparents at
Hannah’s Home

In Mentor, Ohio, there is a new place where young
women in crisis pregnancies can come to get the
assistance, shelter, and love they need. Called
Hannah’s Home, this 15-bed homelike facility does
more than offer shelter and meals. Birth, parenting,
and nutrition classes; counseling; and
drug/alcohol/mental health treatment referrals help
women become better educated and better equipped
to make lifelong decisions. The ultimate goal of the
Hannah’s Home experience is that “a young woman
will be given the opportunity to have a ‘time out’
from her normal routine to reflect on her life and
make decisions that will impact both her future and
that of her child.”
Stepping up to become houseparents for this new
venture are Jonathan ’97 and Sarah Jenks
Weber ’97. Sarah said, “When I first heard of the
Hannah’s Home project, I was so excited to think of
the girls who could be reached through this ministry.
I could not imagine why anyone would not want to be
involved at Hannah’s Home! I am so excited to have
been asked to be involved in this way.” Sarah plans to
use her nursing training, her Cedarville resident
assistant experience, and her strong foundation from
her church and family to help her assist the women.
Jonathan said, “I am confident that I am blessed to
have a loving family, a loving wife, and a personal
relationship with a loving God. These three blessings
will be the firm foundation upon which Sarah and I
can provide a loving home for the young mothers who
enter the Hannah’s Home family in search of the
loving care that they need at this time in their lives.”
For more information, visit the Hannah’s Home
Web site at www.hannahshome.org. Contact the
Webers at jweber@hannahshome.org,
sunergos@ameritech.net, or 440-209-9615 x107.
Dave ’97 and Becky Kayser Eichorn ’99 announce
the birth of Leanne Elizabeth on April 3, 2002. They reside
in Raymond, Ohio.
Elliott ’97 and Sara Howell
Gilham ’97 announce the birth
of Isabelle Sara on October 11,
2001. Elliott is a project leader at
Liebert Corporation, and Sara is
thrilled to be a full-time mom.
They reside in Westerville, Ohio
and attend New Life Baptist
Church.

In the White House

Jim Houser ’91 recently spoke with President and
Mrs. Bush about reasons they should consider
transferring their daughters to Cedarville University.
Not really. Actually, Jim was privileged to briefly meet
the President and his wife at the White House in
February, following a televised event where Jim’s client
Steven Curtis Chapman was performing.
This was a return trip to Washington D.C. for Jim and
Steven Curtis Chapman. They had been there in early
September, because Steven had been scheduled to meet
with the President on September 12 in recognition of his
work on behalf of adoption. The meeting did not occur
due to the tragic events of the previous day.
Steven’s Declaration album was released in September
of 2001, and Steven continues his U.S. tour this fall.
For updates, check out www.stevencurtischapman.com.
Brian Jones ’97 and
Melody Gbur ’98
were married
June 30, 2001 in New
Jersey. Brian works for
Standard & Poor’s in
New York City. They
reside in Clifton, New
Jersey.
Jennifer Ferris Larson ’97 and her husband, Michael,
announce the birth of Eric Franklin on February 24, 2002.
Michael is the facility manager at their church, Fair Oaks
Baptist Church, in Concord, California. Jennifer stays at
home, taking a break from working as a registered nurse.
Joanna Snowden ’97 and Eric Gage were married
October 6, 2001. They reside in Mason, Ohio.
Anthony ’97 and
Colleen Chapin
Torlone ’96
announce the birth of
Margaret Jayne on
November 4, 2001.
They reside in
Columbus, Ohio, where
Anthony works in sales
for Cranel, Inc., and Colleen stays at home with Maggie.
They attend Crossroads Community Church where
Mike ’92 and Tracy Justice Boyes ’93 are pastoring.
Deborah Woods ’97 is working with Voice for Christ in
Alaska.
Heather Baslock ’98
and Leonard Quasarano
were married July 7,
2001. The couple enjoyed

a cruise in the Caribbean, and they are now residing in
Hartland, Michigan. In 1998, Heather graduated from
Cornerstone College, and is now an ultrasonographer for
McLaren Hospital in Flint, Michigan.
Ryan '98 and Ellen
Burkhard Burkhard '97
announce the birth of Anna
Elizabeth on September 17,
2001. They reside in West
Chester, Ohio, where Ryan is a
mechanical engineer with
Procter & Gamble and recently
completed his MBA at the
University of Cincinnati.
Ellen enjoys staying home with
Anna and working part-time
from home for ANova Ltd., a
consulting company.
JoHanna Byrer ’98 and
Robert Rostoni were married
October 27, 2001 in
Morgantown, West Virginia.
JoHanna received her
master of social work degree
and is a social worker for
Bethany Christian Services in
New York City. Rob is a
career services director and
faculty member at Nyack
College in Nyack, New York.
Gabe Custer ’98 and Katy
Lemmon ’02 were married
August 11, 2001 in Springfield,
Ohio. Gabe works as a network
support specialist at Cedarville
University, and Katy received
her keyboard pedagogy degree
in June. They reside in Xenia,
Ohio.
Daniel Kaynor ’98 and
Roxanne England ’99 were
married June 29, 2001 at First
Baptist Church in Zeeland,
Michigan. Several Cedarville
alumni participated in the
wedding. Dan is a credit analyst
at Siemens Dematic Corporation,
and Roxanne is a seventh grade
teacher at Freedom Baptist
Schools. They reside in
Hudsonville, Michigan.
Brent ’98 and Gillian Gombis Miller ’99 announce
the birth of Lydia Ruth on October 22, 2001. Brent is an
associate pastor at Oakfield Baptist Church, and Gillian
stays at home in Rockford, Michigan.
Brett Pfeiffer ’98 and Sara Martin were married
October 20, 2001 in Grand Rapids, Michigan. They enjoyed
a honeymoon in Tennessee and now reside in Grand
Rapids, where they are both nurses at a local hospital.
David Rooke ’98 and his wife,
Heather, announce the birth of Julia
Isabelle on November 1, 2001.
They reside in Bakersfield,
California.

Scott Shaw ’98 and Alisa
Whitt ’99 were married
September 29, 2001 and have
made their home in Stow, Ohio.
Scott works with youth and
worship at The Chapel in Akron,
and Alisa has a music therapy
career at a local hospital.
Greg ’98 and Rhonda Baslock Sloan ’98 announce
the birth of Wyatt Thompson on November 1, 2001. Greg
is a financial analyst with NCR of Dayton, and Rhonda
enjoys staying at home with Wyatt. They currently reside
in Springboro, Ohio, but anticipate a move to Michigan this
summer.
Randall ’98 and Melinda Pickell
Strong ’98 announce the birth of
Aubrey Caitlyn on July 3, 2001. They
reside in Beech Grove, Indiana.
Chris ’98 and
Heather Brodie
Strychalski ’98
reside in Deerfield,
Illinois.

Saying Goodbye and
God Bless!
Emily Wiljamaa ’98, former
assistant director of alumni
relations, married Jonathan
Seeger ’96 on June 29, 2002
at Weaver Chapel on the campus
of Wittenberg University. Emily
had worked in alumni relations
for the past three years and had
been an integral part of the
Cedarville University alumni operation. She was
specifically responsible for developing the alumni Web site
and planning and implementing Homecoming. Although
she is greatly missed as she joins Jon in Daleville, Indiana,
we wish her all the best.
Susan Dunham ’99 and David
Irwin were married October 12,
2001 in Dayton, Ohio. After a
beautiful fall wedding, they
honeymooned in Boston and at
Martha’s Vineyard. Susan and
David are teachers in the Dayton
area public schools and are both
pursuing their master’s degrees.
They enjoy working with the youth at their church.
Tom ’99 and Yvette Pizano Leightenheimer ’99
were encouraged with the results of “Escape 2002.”
Their youth group and other Malachi youth groups met in
Belgium for a four-day retreat. It was an incredible time of
ministry, and they had the privilege of seeing their staff
catch a vision for life-changing ministry.
Melissa Kaufman Meyer ’99
and her husband, Dan, announce the
birth of Katelyn Amber on
December 12, 2001. Melissa
continues to work as an editor for
Regular Baptist Press, primarily with
The Baptist Bulletin magazine, and
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Dan is the claims coordinator for Zurich Insurance. The
Meyers also enjoy serving at Faith Baptist Church in Winfield,
Illinois, where Melissa is a participant in the music ministries
and Dan is a sound technician. They reside in Wheaton,
Illinois.
Carl Weise ’99 and Erika
Olin ’99 were married
May 12, 2001 at Northwest
Bible Church in Hilliard, Ohio.
Several Cedarville alumni
participated in the wedding.
After a honeymoon to Hawaii,
they made their home in Hilliard. Carl is a financial advisor
with Merrill Lynch, and Erika is a teacher with the Pregnancy
Decision Health Centers.

2000s
Derek ’00 and Rachel Griffin
Chandler ’99 announce the birth of
Alexis Grace on August 1, 2001, their
third wedding anniversary. Derek is a
product engineer at Flexfab LLC in
Hastings, Michigan, where the family
resides. Rachel enjoys staying home with
Alexis. They are members of First Baptist
Church of Hastings.
Brett ’00 and Angie Tyson Cooley ’00 are grieving the
loss of their newborn baby boy who died on April 1, 2002.
They reside in New Jersey.
Adrianne Eads ’00 and
Matthew Hunter were
married July 21, 2001 at
Cascades Baptist Church in
Jackson, Michigan.
Several Cedarville alumni
participated in the
wedding. After a
honeymoon to Niagara Falls, Canada, they returned to their
home in London, England. Matt is a British citizen and received
his civil engineering degree from Kingston University in June
2002. Adrianne is a field operations assistant for a company
in London. They plan to move to Michigan this summer.
Jonathan Hallsten ’00 and
Denise Kear ’00 were married
August 4, 2001 at Grace Church in
Akron, Ohio. They have settled in
Akron, where Jon is an electrical
engineer and Denise is an
elementary tutor at Barberton City
Schools. They enjoy serving Christ
together as leaders among the
young adults and married couples at their church.
Rosie Hassell Howell ’00 and her husband, Josh, reside in
Riverside, Ohio.
Amanda Carr Young ’00 and her husband, Rod, announce
the birth of Jackson Thomas on December 25, 2001. They
reside in Holland, Michigan.
Dan Rickett ’01 and LaChelle
Peters ’01 were married
July 14, 2001 at First Baptist
Church in Medina, Ohio. Dan
works as a real estate appraiser
for his dad’s company, and
LaChelle enjoys substitute teaching
in the area schools. They also
enjoy serving as the junior high
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youth leaders at their church in Medina. The couple resides
in Brunswick, Ohio.
Kenneth Waldock ’01
and Hannah Allen ’00
were married June 30,
2001. They are teaching
English in Beijing, China
with the Cedarville
University program.

In Memory Of
William Peterson ’27 went home to be with the Lord
on March 9, 2002 in Xenia, Ohio. We extend our deepest
sympathy to his wife, Lenna, and many other family
members.
Marjory Collette Gibbs ’37 went home to be with the
Lord on March 25, 2002 at the age of 86. Marjory
received her teaching diploma from Cedarville College and
taught elementary school in Selma and New Moorefield in
Clark County, Ohio. Funeral services were held at
Jamestown United Methodist Church in Jamestown, Ohio.

College Center Renamed in
Memory of Trustee
Cedarville University has
announced that the newly
renovated facility previously
known as the “College
Center” will be renamed the
Tyler Digital Communication
Center in the memory of
longtime trustee Dr. Donald
L. Tyler ’77H. Dr. Tyler,
who died May 8, 2002, was
a University trustee for 35 years. He retired as senior
pastor of Bethesda Baptist Church in Brownsburg,
Indiana in 1999. He had attended Moody Bible Institute
and Wheaton College and was awarded the honorary
doctor of divinity degree from Cedarville University in
1977.
“Don Tyler’s service as a trustee is one of the
primary reasons Cedarville University is what it is
today,” said Dr. Dixon ’94H. “His vision for providing
young people an education consistent with biblical truth
in a quality, thoroughly Christian environment was
pivotal in Cedarville’s development over the past 35
years. Not only was Dr. Tyler a steadfast trustee for
many years, but he also served for 40 years as pastor
at a church that under his leadership grew from a
congregation of 97 to one that numbers more than
1,500. In addition, he was a denominational leader in
the General Association of Regular Baptist Churches and
was a nationally recognized Bible teacher.
“My appreciation for Don and his wife Martha is
boundless,” Dr. Dixon continued. “I often tell people
there is no explanation for Cedarville University’s
growth and development except God and the people
God uses in this place. Don and Martha Tyler are two of
the people whom God used most effectively to further
His work here.”
The Center’s $5 million renovation began last fall.
When it opens in August, the Tyler Digital
Communication Center will house
• two 84-seat, tiered classrooms
• two 48-seat classrooms
• three 27-seat classrooms
• four computer-equipped classrooms
• the University’s Writing Center, including tutoring
facilities
• office space for faculty, computer services personnel,
and the Development Division.
Formal dedication ceremonies of the Center will be
held during Homecoming festivities in October.

To share your photo with Inspire readers,
please send one glossy photo to the
alumni relations office, 251 N. Main St.,

Internships: Connecting Alumni and Students Across the Globe
In today’s competitive business world, Cedarville
students have an advantage in the job market. Career
services plays a strong role in making our students stand
out by networking with alumni and business leaders to
promote internships. The real-world experience of
internships is highly valued by employers.
By joining with alumni across the country and
internationally, we are able to provide limitless
opportunities for students. Some students also take
initiative and create their own internships. Our very high
internship rate reflects the quality of students and
helpfulness of alumni who support our career services
mission.
Our alumni play a key role in connecting
students with internship opportunities. Local,
national, and international alumni in virtually any
field can provide valuable resources for placing
our students. A recent campus visit by Dwight and Jewel
Schroeder Nordstrom ’88 of China generated several
international internships for students.
Here are examples of where our students will be this
summer:

Cedarville, OH 45314. (Because of
quality issues, we cannot accept computer

National Internships:

Fox 11 News
Los Angeles, CA
Eastman Kodak
Rochester, NY
Ohio State Auditors
Athens, OH
Focus on the Family
Colorado Springs, CO
Region Water Authority
New Haven, CT
Visteon Corporation
Detroit, MI
Williams Petroleum
North Pole, AK
Lexis Nexis
Dayton, OH
Honeywell International
Phoenix, AZ
Rockwell
Cleveland, OH
Senator Sam Brownback (KS) Washington, DC
Walt Disney World
Orlando, FL
The Leadership Institute
Washington, DC
Dayton Dragons
Dayton, OH
Speedway SuperAmerica LLC Springfield, OH
Consumer Products Lab
Columbus, OH
Mental Health Clinic
Vallejo, CA
Wright Patterson AFB
Dayton, OH
Phillips International
Potomac, MD
SOLO Labs
Kutztown, PA
Baxter Credit Union
Vernon Hill, IL
Northwestern Mutual
Springfield, OH
Cornerstone Research Group
Dayton, OH
Benet Laboratories
Watervliet, NY

print-outs or e-mailed pictures.) Please
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope if you would like your photo
returned. We reserve the right to limit
the number of submitted pictures
published in Inspire.

For the Cost of
A Medium Pizza and
A Liter of Soda
or
Two Good Books
or
Three Rounds of Golf

The Cedarville University Department of
Nursing has received accreditation from the
Commission on Collegiate Nursing
Education (CCNE), an autonomous, national
accreditation agency. The department is
also accredited by the National League for
Nursing (NLN).

Cedarville offers a full schedule of events to serve
prospective students. Please encourage students to take
advantage of these exciting opportunities in 2002-2003:

HCJB World Radio
Ecuador
CAM International
Mexico
Eleutha Bible Center
Bahamas
Bethesda Outreach International South Africa
Otis
China
CBN
China

How can you help?

• Call in job opportunities, whether they be fulltime, part-time, or internships.
• Influence your company to attend a
Cedarville “Career Link” Day.
• Encourage internships with your
company.
• Act as a “Career Link” to your region
for students.

Office of Career Services
1-800-522-4811
career@cedarville.edu
www.cedarville.edu/dept/cpp

Giving Can
Increase Your
Retirement Income

Cedarville University’s Flexible Deferred Gift Annuity
June/July/August
Summer Previews (youth groups visit campus, enjoy Kings (FDGA) presents an exciting way for alumni to help their
alma mater and create secure retirement income.
Island)
A FDGA is simply a contract that you make with the
(With a Cart, Of Course!)
University. In exchange for your gift today, Cedarville will
November
pay you fixed income in the future. You choose when the
Youth Alive Blow-out (youth event featuring Christian
income begins, and it lasts throughout your lifetime.
bands, worship, and God’s Word)
In addition, the payments are backed by all of the
you can become a member of the Torch Club, Charter
Science and Math Day (introduction to science and math
University’s assets. Therefore, the FDGA supplies income you
Society, or President’s Associates and invest in the students programs and faculty)
can count on.
of Cedarville!
January
This gift plan works especially well if you are between the
Each are Annual Fund programs designed to help sustain Leadership Conference (leadership training for high school ages of 25 and 55. Your fixed payout rate is affected by the
Cedarville and provide solid underpinnings to the Cedarville
income deferral period you choose (the period of time
students)
experience.
between your gift date and your income start date).
February
As shown below, the longer you defer income, the higher
Torch Club: $10 per month
Music Showcase (honor band and choir for high school
your payout rate will be.
Charter Society: $500 per year
musicians)
Rate of your
Age when you Age when you
President’s Associates: $1000 per year
Engineering Day (introduction to engineering program and
make the gift
start the income fixed annual
faculty)
Each offers a recognition gift; a subscription to
income
March
Cedarville’s bi-monthly devotional magazine, First Light;
55
65
11.5%
CedarMania (all-night event for junior high students)
the quarterly newsletter, Update; and other opportunities.
45
70
28.2%
Gifts can even be made electronically from your checking
April
30
60
32.4%
account every month.
Junior Jam (day program for 3rd through 6th grade
The FDGA also provides income tax relief. Although your
Most important are the eternal dividends seen in the
students)
income from Cedarville begins later, you receive an
lives of thousands!
June
immediate income tax deduction, typically 45 to 65 percent
Find out what 349 alumni have discovered as partners in
Summer Studies (university classes for high school juniors;
of the amount of your gift.
these programs!
tuition scholarships available to children of Cedarville grads)
Please contact Dave Bartlett or Kim Longo ’02 for more
information.
Annual Fund Office
All alumni who bring students to an admissions event or
Contact: Jeff Brock ’84
Office of Gift Planning
who lead a group visit will receive a FREE long-sleeve T-shirt!
1-800-766-1115
1-800-766-1115
Call external relations at 1-877-CEDARVILLE for more
brockj@cedarville.edu
www.cedarville.edu/dept/plg
information.
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on’t miss Homecoming 2002 when we will celebrate “Building on a Firm Foundation,” looking to the past with gratitude and
the future with hope. Dr. Dixon’s final Homecoming as president will be one you won’t want to miss as we take the
opportunity to thank him for his 25 years of service to Cedarville University.

Highlights include:
• Reunions for classes ending in 2 and 7
• Evening soccer game under the lights
• Cedarville University theatre presentation of The Miser
• Athletic events
• Special reunions for broadcasting, Pi Sigma Nu, social work, Awana,
CedarNet, soccer, tennis, and baseball
• 50-year reunion for Class of 1952
• Homecoming Parade (beginning at 9:30 a.m.)
• Dr. Dixon’s final Homecoming chapel

Call 1-800-837-2566 for more information or to help with a reunion.
Individual letters of invitation will be sent this summer for each reunion and a general
Homecoming brochure will be sent in late July.

